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PREFACE
A curious theory has been current for some time in Great
Britain, namely, that we shall best establish stable relations
with the Totalitarian States by remaining completely
ignorant of the forces which explain their conduct.
I
suggest that it is an inadequate principle of behaviour, not
likely to result in permanent peace. International "understanding'' should be based upon understanding in the proper
sense of that term, comprehension of the force with which
we deal, knowledge of the facts. This little book will help
in furnishing that knowledge.
If the wars of the last six or seven years-in China, in
Abyssinia, in Spain-prove anything, they prove that no
security can be gained by merely refraining from discussions
or by quiescent, or acquiescent attitudes towards potential
aggressors. What have the Abyssinians done to Mussolini
that they should be flayed alive by his poison gas? What
had the people of Almeria or Guernica done to Hitler or the
Reich that they should suffer the fate that we know?
War is a disease that results from human error. It is our
job to understand the nature of the error, of the disease. In
trying to understand the sickness, we need not hate the sick
man. The more, indeed, we understand it, the readier we
shall be to pardon-but not to imitate-even those things,
which, without understanding, we should certainly regard
as unpardonable.
A whole great nation is now being "conditioned" by the
control of the mind of all its youth to accept certain gross
fallacies as truth; fallacies such as that territorial expansion at the expense of others is indispensable to the welfare
of the German Fatherland, and that acquisition of power to
dominate others is the highest aim that a state can follow.
We know too well how malleable is the human mind, both
for good and evil. The mind of the German youth is now
being so formed as to subserve the ends of evil, to undermine
all hopes of peace and disarmament, and to menace the
security of free communities like those of the British
Commonwealth.
NORMAN ANGELL.

May, 1938.
B

Education 1n Nazi Germany
German education is often criticised because of its
propaganda nature. It is a criticism which no one country
is wholly justified in levelling at another. Every country
carries on propaganda of a sort through its education. Every
government will see to it that the education which it provides
for the children of its people is such as will make them
loyal supporters of the system of society for which that
government stands.
Yet there is a difference between countries; not only a
difference of degree, but a difference in kind. And it is the
latter which is the vital point, which is the touchstone by
which not only the education but the whole country may be
judged. What is the purpose of each type of education?
Does it make for international understanding, for peace
between peoples and for truth, or does it make for international distrust, for hatred between peoples? Does it lead
to a distortion of the truth, of science or history? These are
the criteria by which we must judge German, or for the
matter of that any other system of education. To produce
physically healthy people is good, but in itself not enough .
Allied to physical health must be mental sanity and moral
health if an educational system is to merit the approval of
the world.
Now it is notoriously difficult to obtain a just and comprehensive view of any system of education from a short
visit of inspection. It is much more satisfactory to examine
in detail official sources, to quote from text books or the
opinions of leaders of thought. This is a much simpler task
in Germany than it might be elsewhere. There is to be found
in all utterances, in all publications, a unanimity so complete
about the principles, objects and methods of education as to
leave no room for doubt about what Germany desires to do
with its citizens and what kind of world the German rulers
visualise.
The material quoted hereafter is taken almost entirely
from German authoritative sources. We shall attempt to
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link up the whole, to make it readable; it is for the reader to
draw conclusions.
When meeting cases of intensive propaganda among
youth for whatsoever purpose, we often comfort ourselves
by saying "When he's grown up and free of his parents and
teachers, he will go in the opposite direction.'' And indeed
each one of us knows at least one case to support this view.
But this revolt from a set of one-sided ideas was only
possible because the victim was able to get free of his
mentors, was able to come into contact with opposite views
and to think things out for himself. But what if the boy
or girl is never to be free to meet people of different views,
to hear different ideas? There is nothing then with which
he can ever contrast the teaching he receives. Does the
reader think such a situation is impossible? Then let him
listen to Dr. Ley, Minister for Labour and head of the
Arbeitsfront:
"We begin with the child when he is three years old. As
soon as he begins to think he gets a little flag put in his
hand; then follows the school, the Hitler Youth, the
S.A. and military training. We don't let him go; and
when adolescence is past, then comes the Arbeitsfront
which takes him again and does not let him go till he dies,
whether he likes it or not."
Dr. Ley repeated himself almost word for word in an
interview he gave the Angriff on February r4th, 1937. Here
are his words :
"We do not let the German man ever get out of our
hands again. We take hold of him as soon as he comes
to school, and we help him and lead him so long as his
labour and power can be in any way improved and
developed.''
There is no doubting Dr. Ley's words. Almost from
birth the German is being deliberately moulded. To what
end? We have tried hard, going carefully through all
available material, to find any international humanitarian
purpose, a purpose which shows some regard for humanity
as a whole. We have been driven inexorably to the conclusion that the purpose in view is nothing but the
glorification of their own nation, of militarism and of
war-mindedness.

Hitler's Mein Kampf, the complete German edition, not
the expurgated version published abroad, is the Nazi Bible
to-day; differing from the Bible in this, that the whole of
Nazi life and mentality is moulded by its teachings and permeated with its spirit. The word of the Fuhrer is the sacred
light which all must follow. The book even in its foreign
version is a farrago of pseudo-scientific theories, directed
towards hatred of Jews, liberals and pacifists. It glorifies
war and warlike qualities, and creates a mythical destiny for
the Germans, a destiny, the fulfilment of which the rest of
the world, and France in particular, are described as deliberately trying to prevent. It is the most widely circulated
book in Germany, and contains also, Hitler's directions as
to education:
"Education in a general way is to be the preparation
for the later army service. The army will then not need,
as has hitherto been the case, to give the young man a
grounding in the simplest exercises and rules . . . it
should rather change the young man, already physically
perfect, into a soldier . . . ''
Hitler, Mein Kampf (German ed., p. 459).
''The State must throw the whole weight of its
educational machinery not into pumping its children full
of knowledge, but into producing absolutely healthy
bodies. The development of mental capacity is only of
secondary importance. Our first aim must be the development of character, especially of will-power, and a
readiness to take responsibility; scientific training follows
far behind. "
Hitler, Mein Kampf (p. 542) (Italics ours).
Hitler's ministers faithfully carry out the ideals of their
leader.
Hans Schwemm is the leader of the NationalSocialist Teachers' Union and Bavarian Minister of
Education.
The ideal, he says, which is to inspire the
German teacher and pupil, is:
''The consciousness that a Lord God lives in Heaven,
that this Lord God has sent Adolf Hitler to us, that he has
allowed us the grace to become a people again."
"We will, Adolf Hitler, so train the German youth that
they will grow up in your world of ideas, in your purposes
and in the direction set by your will. That is pledged to
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you by the whole German system of education from the
people's school to the University . . . "
''The dear Lord does not ask what have you learned,
but he asks 'What have you lived?' "
Now let us turn to Professor Baumler, professor at Berlin
University and chief director for the Fuhrer of the entire
intellectual and political education (Weltanschauung) of the
Nazi party. Speaking at the Kultur Congress held in Berlin
-0n February 13th, 1937, attended chiefly by educationists,
he said:
"For the first time in our history unity has been
achieved between political leadership and the armed
forces. To-day the soldier and the civil servant no longer
stand in isolation as the 'State.' The whole people is
called up for service. Pre-war patriotism is not enoughnor the pre-war idea of citizenship, nor the conception of
the soldier as 'the peaceful burgher mobilised.' Nationalsocialism has changed the citizen into a man conscious
of his country (Volksgenosse) and the 'peaceful burgher
mobilised' into a person mentally equipped and prepared
at all times to bear arms. In Hitler's Reich arms are not
the sign of the State's power, but the living expression
of the readiness to fight of the whole people. Readiness to
bear arms is the basis of the whole structure of our
national being.
''In the epoch of universal military preparedness, more
is expected from the school and the teacher than merely
the awakening of pride and enthusiasm for arms.
Teachers share the duty of educating our children to
become fine Germans. This necessitates enthusiasm
being deepened to political understanding; upon political
understanding follows understanding of the necessity of
arms.
Political understanding is only to be won by
understanding the political acts of the Fuhrer.
"When a child leaves the elementary school or the high
school, he must have a clear idea of the position of
Germany in the world to-day, and what effect the momentous decisions of the Fuhrer have upon the whole country
and upon every individual German. Teachers must in
certain parts of their teaching consciously and methodically lay the foundations so that the young German
(Volksgenosse) may understand in all their bearings, the
regulations and decisions which the Fuhrer lays before the
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people in his speeches at important junctures of our
history. History and geography are the best means of
teaching these conceptions, but all methods can and "!1!st
be used to impress on the child's mind the present position
of Germany in the world, not th~oretically but by
practical examples. Newspapers, rad10 and the film are
uniquely applicable for this purpose."
(Italics are ours.)

Weltanschauung and School
Professor Baumler also publishes "Weltanschauung und
Schule,'' a monthly periodical for teachers in which the
problems of modern Germany and the task o~ the teacher
are discussed. Professor Baumler early realised that the
task of turning out proper little Nazis required as a preliminary the proper "conditioning" of the teacher. Only
then will the teaching be naturally directed towards the
desired ends. Not only the contents of the lessons, but also
the method of approach must serve the purpose of warmindedness, race-pride and race-hatred.
The first number of "Weltanschauung und Schule"
appeared in November 1936, and contains an introduction
entitled "What we Want":
"To-day the Party points out to every German what
his duty as a member of the German people should be.
Daily he is addressed as a politically conscious member
of the community; through these addresses the duty of
every German is made clear. He who fulfils this duty is
our comrade. He who does not is a reactionary and an
enemy.
"Our journal puts the politically conscious German
in the forefront. Our task is not a general political
dissertation to the teacher as a German. We direct our
attention to the teacher as teacher, and to the schoolhouse
as the workshop in which he labours. Our task is to give
expression to that which is intrinsic in the profession of
teaching.
''National socialism sees in the profession the centre of
gravity of political existence. The new 'world outlook'
must in ever greater degree shape the pattern of the
future. The final remnants of the politically colourless
or the reactionary in the profession will be driven out
from their most secret hiding-places.
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''The aim of this periodical is to develop from the
profession of teacher the type of political German who
realises that he can only fulfil himself through the
inspiration derived from the Weltanschauung.
"We address ourselves to the teacher and want to be
This understanding will not be
understood by him.
achieved by glancing at the periodical at the beginning of
On the contrary, 'Weltanschauung und
each month.
Schule' should become the indispensible handbook for the
month's teaching. All the political directions and
instructions we give will serve this end.
The sections
'The German School in the Nation' and the 'German
School in the World' deal with some of the most important questions of our national-political and world-political
present. They are not just a collection of facts, but are
given to the teacher as a framework for his teaching
"The task of this periodical is all-embracing.
It is
self-evident that it also deals with the question of
education of the youth in the Movement as a whole, not
only in the schools. Without this there can be no new
German school.
"We await from the teacher the grasp of the hand we
are stretching out to him; we await his close co-operation
with us in this work."
This periodical has the blessing of the Education Minister
Rust, who writes: ''It is my wish that all German educationists should become acquainted with it.'' He himself
contributes the first chapter dealing with Racial Selection
and the School. This contains all those misreadings of racial
development to which we are becoming accustomed in
Germany. He writes (page 7):
"What is national-socialist selection and what nationalsocialist training? The best natural selection is afforded
by struggle. It demonstrates the natural order of human
values which are lost during periods of peace and security.
The virtues of courage, of loyalty, and comradeship-the
foundations of national self-assertion-appear once again
as the selected virtues and through daily struggle are
tested and hardened. And yet in the school reports of
the past they have received very little mention, or none
. . . the Nazi party has set its foot in the school."
In the nature of things to-day every teacher who desires

to retain his post must read this jouri;ial and act upon
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And indeed with its help the teacher is able to fill up .his
complete curriculum. Even in play the g.am~s and exercises
must be so designed as to bring home-mdirectly perhaps,
but none the less certainly-the lessons of ~ar a1!-d defence.
The boys' natural desire for activity, for testmg ~ns strength,
is utilised not merely for the physical preparation f?r war,
but for its psychological acceptance. By developmg t?e
childish fights or Red Indian games of the younger child
into mimic battles for the older boy and the adolescent, all
the terms and technical details connected with warfare are
made to sink unconsciously into the mind and are accepted
unconditionally. That which cannot be taught in school is
taught in the Youth Camp, and "Weltans~hauung ~nd
Schule'' does not fail to give instructions regardmg the sprmg
exercises, nearly all of which are to take the form of
battles.

Military Education of Youth
Lest it be thought that "Weltanschauung und Schule"
is alone in its insistence on the importance of military preparedness, let us quote Baldur von Shirach, the head of the
Hitler Youth for all Germany, writing in praise of a book
W ehrerziehung der deutschen Jugend (Military Education
of German Youth) by Dr. Helmut Stellrecht, Senior
District Leader of the Party.
We will then proceed to
examine the book itself. This is what von Shirach says in
the foreword :
"My old colleague .. . has done a. notable piece of
work in which he clearly and emphatically sets before
all those interested in education the thoughts which have
come to him in his practical task of making the youth of
Germany fit. The special value of the book lies in the
fact that it is not written by a theoretical pedagogue but
by a man actively engaged in educational work, right in
the heart of that great educating organisation, the Hitler
Youth, and speaking from his own wide experience. For
Stellrecht is no armchair teacher, but a political soldier."
The book itself opens with a comparison between the old
and the new conceptions of what constitutes a soldier. The
old "Liberal" view regarded a man as a soldier when he
had completed a certain amount of training. This conc
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ception "pays no regard to a man's character or world
outlook." The new Nazi conception is that
"One is not drilled into being a soldier, but one is born
and educated to be a soldier . . . It is important to begin
this military education as early as possible and to carry it
on systematically until in actual army service steel is
forged from the iron, strong enough for whatever effort
it may be called upon to make."
Stellrecht then proceeds to give a picture of the new
German soldier whom education is to produce and who is to
give direction to education.
''Soldiers must be soldiers for an ideal. They must not
regard soldiering merely as a profession; if they do they
are despicable. The new soldier is no longer the result
of being called up and trained, but of selection and education. His whole ego is worked upon, he is no longer a
tool, but the Bearer of an Idea. Therefore he has no
existence separate from his nation. Soldiering becomes
no longer the task of a year or two, but an attitude of a
whole people embodied most strongly in those who
actually bear arms."
Developing this idea further, he continues:
''An army whic~. has been trained only for defence will
be defeated, for not the shield, but the sword, was ever
the .symbol of the warrior. The spirit of attack is the
spirit of the Nordic race. It works in their blood, like an
untameable craving. It is the spirit of eternal setting
forth, everlasting preparedness; it reaches out to farthest
destinies and conquers a world not for the sake of possession but for the sake of conquering . . . It is a great
incomprehensible spirit, which urges and overcomes; it
is the best of the occident, this soul of the Nordic race, this
spirit of attack. To this spirit the great hour is never the
hour of victory, of triumph; possession is already a
disappointment. The Mediterranean soul may be elated
in the hour of victory, to the Germanic Nordic soul it has
already a bitter taste."
This is a sample of the high-flown language used in books
of this type dealing with the aspirations of the Nordic soul;
nor in estimating the value and influence of the book, should
it be forgotten that it is in wide circulation, particularly
among those responsible for the training of youth. A chapter

on training for "Hardness" follows, and a. very long one
on shooting.
''All knowledge and experience gained should serve the
sole and supreme purpose of shooting straight, to kill the
enemy. The German boy between ro and rs should have
a gun in his hand, not a military weapon, but an air gun,
with which he is systematically taught to shoot and aim,
first at stationary and then at moving targets. For the
boy of IS to rg the proper weapon is the small calibre
gun . . . Every kind of training reaches its highest point
in the art of shooting. It cannot be valued too highly.
No, everything which can possibly be done to improve
the art is just enough; nothing can be too much ...
"Our boys must learn to shoot. They must handle a
rifle in as matter-of-fact a manner as they do a penholder.
A strange people which spends many hours a day for
many years in learning to write correctly and never spends
an hour in learning to shoot! . . . Some want to educate
the people as if shooting were not also a part of education.
'Wisdom is power' they write over the doors of their
schools; as if power were not incorporated more fully in
the gun than in anything else.''
Let us repeat that these are not the ravings of an irresponsible discredited fanatic. They are the considered ideas put
forward by the leader of the Hitler Youth and supported by
leaders in other spheres of life:
"German children should in future learn to shoot just
as thoroughly as they learn to write . . . because being
able to shoot in the next war is of no less importance than
being able to write."
(Hauptmann Holker in Militiirwissenschaftliche
Rundschau r936, Book 4.)

15

Preparation of Girls for War
At a conference of technical teachers on November 23rd,
r936, Dr. Klug, Director of Educational Problems in the
War Mjnistry, spoke on "The School as the support of
Military Power'':
''Military education has nothing to do with being prepared for war, but is meant to serve the cause of peace
This education in arms demands that the rest of the
curriculum be further subordinated to its needs .
''
Dr. Reben Gruber, the State organiser for girls' educa-
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tion, spoke at the same meeting of the necessity of accustoming girls to the idea of arms and of the many
opportunities girls have of playing their part: food,
clothing, air protection, Red Cross, but most important of
all, they must
"soak their minds in ideas of Honour, Patriotism,
Racial Consciousness and Readiness for Sacrifice."
The Deutsche Kampf erin has many articles pointing out
the need for women to be ready to stand beside their men in
war. They must study the part played by women in the
last war, when valuable time was lost forming women into
organisations, etc. They must all be educated to have sound
bodies to withstand the stress of war, but far more important
is the need for a mental outlook which includes war as a
necessity and a law of life.
''We must make it quite clear to our girls what the
military education of a people really means: they must
understand that we need a generation of women, who do
not look upon the soldiering activities of their menfolk
as a necessary evil, but as a sacred duty .. ''
(N ational-Sozialistische Madchenerziehung
National-Socialist Girls' Education, Feb. 1937.)
"Our lives do not belong to us, but to the race from
which we are sprung and to the Fatherland into which
we have been born.
The State is the trustee for the
realisation of this principle . . . The militarisation of the
woman, of the entire female part of the population, is
nothing less than one of the great tasks of this century
. . . The military preparation of the woman is the basis
for the prntection of the young, which is th~ most important of all the war-tasks of the woman. The right to
matrimony will have to be made contingent upon evidence
of ability for this task . . . ''
Wehrerziehung. Military Education of Women,
pub. November 1935, reprinted February 1936.
Further corroboration comes from non-military sources
such as the periodical N ational-Sozialistische Er.ziehung. In
its issue of October 31st, 1936, it writes:
"Through the introduction of military service a heavy
burden has been placed on the shoulders of the School
Leaders. The school is the preliminary training-ground
for the army, it has to lay the foundation for a military

education.
It must so mould the bodily, mental and
spiritual powers of its scholars that the army takes over
from the school a band of youth requiring only exercises
in gunnery.''
The output of books and periodicals dealing with wareducation increases at a rapid rate. There is no need for the
teacher to worry his or her head over the problems of adapting school subjects to the new needs, the principles are laid
down for him from above. Customary symbols and terms
applied to ordinary life are replaced by military terms
and symbols; thus the required bent is given to the child
mind, the militaristic approach sinks into the subconscious,
and life is expressed in terms of war.
''The teaching in school can give the young 'Bearer of
Race' (Rassentrager) something that will later be useful
to him as Bearer of Arms. Tables can be learnt with
horseshoe-nails.
Logarithms will find their most
In
beautiful adjustment in the science of ballistics.
Geography the world war can come into its own limitless
rights. History is full to overflowing with examples of
war-politics. Chemistry has equal application in the fight
for daily bread as for the military struggle with gas.
Physics problems can be explained equally well with a
motor or a tank. Biological relationships do not only
arise from the wanderings of peoples but also from the
way states have been forcibly constituted in the past.
The teaching of foreign languages is particularly bound up
with military-political explanations. In German lessons,
the great Moltke can be cited as well as Grimm."
(Wehrerziehung.)
The German School, an official publication, in its JuneJuly 1937 issue, addressing itself to teachers, says:
''Military education is not a special part of a general
comprehensive education, but the centre of all our
obligations as educators." It must pervade the whole life
of the teacher and express itself in all he does and says.
To return for a moment to Weltanschauung und Schule,
this contains a number of articles showing how thoroughly
the schools must be made politically awake. The paper
purports to give the reasons for the failure of the schools in
the past to give unity to the German people. One of the
reasons was that children of different political and religious
outlooks were allowed to sit side by side in school. Nothing
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was done to weld them into one. They left school with a
good deal of knowledge, but were just the same little
Protestants, Catholics, workers or potential employers as
The distinguishing, individual
when they had entered.
features had not been eradicated.
Each month this periodical has a special section devoted
to the politics of the day. The issue of November r936
contains full notes on Spain, with maps. It states that the
whole trouble in Spain is due to Jewish Bolshevists. They
trace the whole history of Spain to the machinations of the
Jews since the times of the Romans. Very skilfully by their
special presentation of the facts, the children are not only
given political information, but they are given apparently
cogent reasons for hating the Jews. Colonies, the encirclement of Germany, Germans outside the Reich, are subjects
treated in a similar manner.

examinations are to be abolished. Oral tests only will
be required for admission to the University. In German,
history, geography, biology, chemistry, physics and
mathematics, students must know the most important part
of the work formerly done in the Oberprima, but in the
last three subjects only enough to enable them to follow
the first term at the University.
''The time for this extra work in the lower classes is to
be gained by restricting other subjects, except foreign
languages and drill, until the reorganisation of the schoolwork has been completed.
"Special group work is to be dropped.
"Up to five weeks extra school-time during the present
year may be added.
''The number of hours each teacher is to work must be
increased.
"To prevent overwork of teachers and pupils, service
with the party may be dropped till the end of the current
school year.''
Furthermore, the Reichminister for Education ordered
school reports to be differently made out. The old way laid
too much stress on knowledge and not enough on character.
The new reports should be divided up as follows:
r. Character.
2. Physical Attainments. 3. Mental
Attainment.
r. The characteristics which the Nazi state requires and
which the school must produce: Orderliness, obedience,
comradeship, leadership. "For the word 'behaviour'
hitherto used the word 'obedience' is to be substituted,
to show the spirit prevalent in the new school."
2. "To include special remarks on inclinatio~s,
deportment, drill, light athletics, games, boxing, swimming, rowing, flying, shooting, etc."
3. "Mental capacity to be grouped under five heads:
history, mathematics, science, language, art and handwork."
(Frankfurter Zeitung, November I8th, r936.)
The reorganisation of the school has now been completed
(March r938). In an interview on the subject given to the
Voelkischer Beobachter on February I3th, I938, Rust
reiterated:
''The whole function of all education is to create a
Nazi.''

I8

Schools adapted to political ends
But propaganda for war is not the only feature of Nazi
education which may cause concern to the friends of
Germany. As serious is the Nazi attitude, that if education
interferes with Party activities, it is education that must
suffer. In a later chapter we shall see how school hours
have been reduced to allow for the activities of the Hitler
Youth. To allow for the various forms of compulsory service,
the actual number of years at school has been decreased.
A young man who passes his entrance examination to
the University must perform six months' service in a labour
camp and two years' military service. He has then to spend
three years at the University or technical school and
probably two more in some minor post. This means that
he is 29 or 30 before he is in position to marry. As the Nazis
require large families at all costs, the difficulty has been
partly overcome by shortening the school period.
On March 4th, r936, Reichminister Rust published the
new school laws:
"The carrying out of the four-year Plan makes a curtailment of the time spent in school necessary. (This
applies to secondary schools.) I therefore shorten the
time spent in school to r2 years. The Oberprima (6th
form) is discarded, and students will do their Abitur
(Entrance to University examination) one year earlier.
The Unterprima (5th form) will soon go too. Written

I9
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After pointing out that during its time ~f struggle t~e
Nazi movement had evolved means of educat10n through its
own organisations, he stated that the Nazi school must now
reflect and include such teaching:
"For important reasons of population I have shortene.d
the nine-year high school course to eight years. This
measure must not however cause the standard of education to deteriorate. Their cultural duty and position in
the framework of education and teaching require both
teachers and pupils to make the necessary effort to maintain this standard. The whole of the work must therefore from the outset be directed to completing the com:se
in the stated time. Pupils who are not capable of the
extra effort, or who are otherwise not up to standard,
must be excluded from the high schools . . . ''
''What is particularly important in the new school
curriculum is not that racial subjects are now taking the
place of liberal subjects, that for instance civics is being
replaced by history, or that instead of sociology, which
had a place in some schools, German ethnology is studied
with special emphasis on the treatment of racial questions: What is more important is that the National
Socialist W eltanschauung organically permeates the
entire teaching."

HITLER'S THEORY OF RACE
Let us now examine more carefully the theory of race
which Hitler has evolved.
Mein Kampf gives a neverending source of possible quotation and forms the basis of
the teaching in this and all other subjects. For the sake of
simplicity we propose to use the analysis made by Prof.
Grant Robertson, who classifies this pseudo-scientific theory
as follows:
I. The Iron Law of Nature.
"Even the most superficial consideration shows us an iron law . . . nature's
restricted method of propagation and multiplication . . .
"The pre-requisite for improvement of the species lies
not in the union of the superior with the inferior, but in
the complete victory of the former. The strongest must
dominate and not mix with the weaker, thereby sacrificing
its own greatness. Only the born weakling can feel this
to be cruel." (page 3rr-312.)
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2. Lower and Higher Races. "The racial (Volkische)
conception of the world recognises the significance of
mankind in its original racial elements . . . This is not
to accept an equality of races, but by differentiation to
recognise their higher and lower values. Through this
recognition and in harmony with the eternal will that rules
the universe, such a view is bound to aid the victory of all
that is strong and more valuable and to demand the
subordination of all that is weaker and less valuable.''
(page 241.)
"That this
3. The Principles of Self-Preservation.
world in future will be subject to the severest struggles
for the existence of mankind, cannot be doubted. In the
end the urge for self-preservation is eternally victorious.
Before it the so-called humanitarianism which is merely
a compound of stupidity, cowardice and arrogance, melts
like snow in the spring sunshine. In constant war mankind has become great. In eternal peace it must perish
. . . The world is not for coward peoples." (page ro5.)
Apparently the world has no longer any use for kindliness,
or humane sentiments. "Heroic" virtues alone will save it.
''In the struggle for existence those people are defeated
i.e., they are subject to enslavement, and thereby sooner
or later to extinction-who can lay the least claim to
heroic virtues or who are not a match for the cunning lies
of the parasitical enemy. In the latter case the result is
almost always due not so much to lack of intelligence
as to a lack of determination and courage which seeks to
hide itself under the. cloak of human sentiment.'' (page
166.)
4. The Aryan Race. ''Human culture and civilisation
on this earth are inseparably bound up with the existence
of the Aryan." (page 42r.)
"All we can see to-day in the way of human culture,
the achievement of art, science and technique, is almost
exclusively the creative produce of the Aryan. This very
fact, however, allows us to conclude with some justification that the Aryan man alone is the founder of the higher
humanity itself and consequently represents the original
type of what we understand by the word 'Man.' '' (page
317.)
5. Germanisation. "We all foresee that in some future
time humanity will be faced with problems for the
D
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solution of which only a supreme race will be called and
which will draw on the resources and possibilities of the
whole planet." (page 422.)
It is now becoming evident that the supreme race is the
German, and it will in the future save humanity.
6. The Sin Against Race and Blood. "The sin against
blood and race is the Hereditary Sin (Erbsunde) of the
world and the end of the human race which indulges in
it." (page 272.)
The fact that by now vast masses of the people in Europe
and America have intermarried is not taken into account.
Possibly all these will be vanquished and ultimately
destroyed by the ''Supreme Race.''
7. A Racial Policy. With the above and much more
like it as a foundation, Hitler outlines his racial policy
upon which as will be seen all other policy is based.
''The racial state must make Race the centre of the
common life. It has to preserve the purity of the Race
. . . The refusal to provide healthy children for the
nation must be considered wicked and a crime." (page
446.)
We hope the reader will forgive these lengthy quotations,
but it is essential to understand the spiritual foundation of
Nazi education, the philosophy which must be accepted by
all teachers and which is drilled into every child throughout
its school and adolescent life. It is dragged into every
lesson, as witness:
"In science, too, the racial state should see a means
to foster national pride. Not only world history, but the ·
whole history of culture must be taught from this point
of view. An inventor must not only appear great as an
inventor, but greater still as a member of the national
community. The admiration of each great deed must be·
transformed into pride that the lucky performer belongs.
to one's own people.
"Systematically, the curriculum must be built up along
these lines and education so handled that the youth, on
leaving school, is neither a semi-pacifist, a democrat or
the like, but a whole-hearted German." (page 4 73.)
''Let us educate the German people from their youth
up with that exclusive recognition of the rights of their
own nation and cease to taint the heart of the child with
the curse of 'objectivity' even in matters which concern
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the preservation of his own personality." (page 124.)
It is an education well calculated to prepare the war mind,
but lest there should be any mistake about its aim, the
Fuhrer states later: ''The racial state will have to consider the mental
training of after-school youths as its own task as well as
their physical training, and carry it through in state
institutions. This training can in its outline already be
the preparation for the later military service . . . The·
Army will be looked upon as the last and supreme school
of national education . . . here he must learn to be
silent . . . also if necessary to suffer injustice in silence.''
(page 458-9.)
Girls are not exempt either:
"Corresponding to the education of the boys, the
education of the girls must stress first of all the physical
training, then follows the spiritual and last of all the
intellectual development. The aim of female education
must concentrate on the future mother." (page 459-460.)
''Education in the Racial State attains its highest perfection . . . in firing young hearts and minds with racial
feeling. No boy and no girl must be allowed to leave
school without having reached the fullest understanding
of the necessity and the significance of blood purity . . . ,.
''Racial education must be finally completed in a term
of military service, which generally is to be considered as
the finishing stage of the normal education of the average
German." (page. 476.)
Hitler's followers never fail to carry out such instructions.
and we find Fritz Wachter, head of the Nazi Teachers'
Union, when addressing a Reichs Conference of this Union
in July 1936, emphasising that "Every boy and every girl
must at the termination of his or her studies have a firm
knowledge about race."
To ensure that teachers shall fully understand Hitler's.
racial the~ries, ~here is. a whole literature specially designed
for them, m which the important role of the Nordic in every
stage of history is insisted upon. We take one such text book
from many. It is written by Dr. von Leers and is entitled
"History on a Racial Basis." The six chapter headings
speak for themselves:
r. The Foundation and Development of the Race-the
Biological Conceptions of History.
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2. The Way of our Blood.
3. The Indo-Germans.
4. The Rest of Classical Antiquity.
5. The Modern Age.
6. The Race State.
Among much that would startle scientists outside
Germany, such statements as the following may be found:
''The later Stone Age was Nordic in the true sense of
the word." (page 2r.)

of the teacher, and of the Director who supported her,
could not be tolerated in a Nazi school.''
(Berliner Tageblatt, January 27th, Ig34.)
''The Youth Hostels have received official instructions
not to admit Jews, as no German can be expected to share
a room with someone of another race . . . ''
''NOH-Aryan children are in future not to be taken on
school journeys. During the absence of the rest of the
class they must attend whatever class is decided upon
by the Headmaster.''
(Minister of Education Order, July Ig35.)
"When Jews and Jewesses are given their pl~ces in
school, it is no joy for German girls and boys to sit next
to them. Some kind of comradeship must result from
sitting at the same bench. No g?od c~n co~e of. this.
It is therefore best to place the J ew1sh children m pairs by
themselves."
(Frankfurter Zeitung, May I8th, 1935.)
''The presence of a Jew in the classroom acts upon the
other pupils and the teacher as an irritant foreign body.
His presence is a direct obstruction to Nazi education and
makes harmony between teacher, pupil and lesson impossible."
(Die Schule, October 1936.)
All such questions were finally settled by making Jewish
In the larger
children attend separate Jewish schools.
towns this was possible, but in many smaller communities,
·where there were only a few Jewish children, separate
schools could not easily be provided and children have been
put together in one classroom, irrespective of age or attainments.
A number of special handbooks have been issued for the
use of the teacher on this subject, such as the Handbook of
the Jewish Question, by Th. Fritch.
Race Science and
Jewish People, by Hans Gunther. The Jewish Question,
Material and Treatment in the Schools, by Dr. Ernst Dobers,
professor at the Teachers' Training College at Elbing. This
latter deserves some mention as typical of the methods employed. It gives in pseudo-scientific language the reasons
why Jews must be exterminated and why the school is the
proper place to implant this doctrine. "The world must be
shaken out of its apathy respecting this question by irrefut-
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THE JEWISH QUESTION
This insistence upon race necessarily brought in its train
persecution and hatred of the Jews. This w~s an aspect of
Nazi policy which could easily be translat~d mto deeds, and
which furthermore gave an outlet for feelmgs of resentment
or violence which might otherwise have turned against t~e
government. The child's mind is prepared _by th~ authorities as systematically and thoroughly for this racial hatred
as is possible. In school and out of school no decef1;CY of
behaviour to the Jew can be tolerated. Not only is t?e
Jewish child penalised for its birth, but the Aryan ch_ild
showing any kindness, or tolerance towards the. J~w1sh
child is also punished. The knowledge that prox1m1ty of
Jew and Aryan in school might belie some of the state:nents
made about the Jewish child, led first to the segregation <;>f
him in the school, to the separate bench, and finally to his
exclusion from the ordinary school altogether. A study of
the dates of the various decrees shows the continuously
increased strictness with which the boycott of the Jewish
child has been enforced.
''The Prussian Minister of Education makes it obligatory from September I933 on every pupil, including
Jewish ones, to take raceology as part of the school
curriculum, as well as making it a compulsory subject
for the school-leaving examination."
(Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, September 29th, I933·)
"In February the Director of the Goethe School in
Leipzig, Dr. Behrends, and a teacher, were dismissed by
the Leipzig Town Council for preventing a child from
reciting a verse which was insulting to Jewish pupils in
the class . . . The Town Council decided that the action
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able and overwhelming proof of the disintegrating poison of
the Jewish-Bolshevist pestification (sic) of the people. As
teachers, we must beware of mere phrases lacking the
foundation of such knowledge, concerning the world-wide
antagonism so dramatically obvious to-day . . . " The
book gives as background the facts that every ''genus''
must be true to itself; thus the wolf would be no wolf were
he to cease hunting sheep, etc. So the Jew always remains
true to his "genus." As man developed, the writer claims,
he was divided into Peasant and Nomad tribes, the Peasant
having all the good Nordic qualities, while the Nomad-a
destructive parasite on the face of the earth-is ·typified by
the Jew. The history of the wanderings of the Jews is
supposed to prove this, (the fact that the Bible contains a
history of r,ooo years of Jewish peasant life is carefully
omitted). The history of the Jews and their place in Europe
follows, with the emphasis consistently misplaced, until we
come to the role of the Jew in modern times. The defeat of
Germany in the world-war was due to the machinations of
the Jews. "The chief guilt for the breakdown of the
German 'will to defence,' for the German people's increasing distrust of their leaders, for the disharmony between the
front and the Homeland, must be borne by the Jewish
Pacifist and Defeatist circles. There is a healthy and a
lying pacifism. The German pacifism since r933 is a true
and healthy one. It has brought about the non-aggression
Pact with the Poles, the Naval Treaty with England and
an offer of ten years' peace to Europe (sic). Jewish pacifism
is always false, because it pursues no other purpose than
to destroy the defensive spirit of a nation, that natural
healthy biological instinct which leads one to preserve one's
own . . . Hence their demand for peace at any price . . .
their renunciation of national interests in favour of unreal
and hazy internationalism, their pollution of the memory of
the Fallen, their ridiculing of heroism, their undermining of
discipline and their lauding of treason . . . '' This leads
naturally to a flowery defence of the Nuremberg laws, to the
justification of the fight against the Jews within Germany
itself and beyond its borders, wherever German blood flows.
''The German nation is the first and only people to challenge
Jewry . . . to champion the eternal values of a pure race
against racial chaos and sub-humanity." (Even in such a
simple statement, Nazi historical inaccuracy is evident-

Jewry was "challenged," i.e., expelled, in turn from one
country after another, including England, during the Middle
Ages, and more recent persecutions_ in Russia, Poland,
etc., require no comment.) "It is the biological racial life
and death Struggle for Germany as for Judah." So much
for the material for the teacher.
Then follows a section dealing with the methods to be
employed, including the juxtaposition of pictures of fine
Nordics and miserable Jewish types, on the recognition that visual impressions go deeper. The writer
also advocates a fairly free use of the Sturmer, the paper
which has earned the opprobium of all decent-minded
people; he does, however, recognize the necessity of some
discretion before placing the ugly pornographic pictures and
writings of this journal before young children.
Opposed to this caution are a number of district educational officials, who definitely lay down the Sturmer as a
basis of education: (e.g., the Thiiringian authorities,
January r937). These same "Jew-baiting"-publishers
recently published a nursery-rhyme book, with coloured
pictures of great technical excellence, written by a twentyyear-old girl brought up in the Hitler school. It is designed
expressly for young children, the text is even written in a
child's large copperplate hand. It is entitled
"Trust no fox on the Green Heath
And no Jew upon his oath."
Every description of hate, greed, vice and cunning is
imputed to the Jews and one is filled with horror and disgust
at the type of literature considered suitable for young minds.
The first line strikes the note maintained throughout, ''The
Father of the Jew is the Devil,'' the second verse tells us
"The Jew was a murderer from the Beginning."
"The Father of the Jew is the Devil.
''When the Lord God made the world
He also devised the races:
Indians, Negroes and Chinese,
And also the Jews, the evil beings.
And we too, also, we were there,
The Germans among the rest.
And then to all He gave a piece of Earth,
That it might be cultivated by their labour.
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From the beginning the Je w .no !?art ill: the work,
From the very beginning
the vil seized him.
He did not want to work, h:f butly to deceive
The Devil brought the J ew"ws Germany.
They wanted to worm theia iir \I into the country
And to get the Germans ou.(IUt

had been inadequately dealt with or passed over in silence.
Where textbooks suitable for the new requirements were not
already in existence, new ones were to be prepared. The
effect of the instructions is apparent from the school textbooks, reading books and children's literature in general
use which has since appeared in Germany.
In an interview published by the National Socialist Party
Correspondent (July 1936) Wachter, head of the National
Socialist Teachers' Union, said:
''In changing the material to be taught, and in the new
school textbooks that are going to be written the race
id~a is the magnetic point around which the oth~r subjects
will naturally group themselves. The instruction in
history will be based on the National Socialist creed that
the construction of the State and the cultural feats of
ancient Greece and Rome were creations of the Nordic
race and that the decline of these states could be traced
back.to their loss of. Nordic blood through warfare, intermarriage and later mfecundity . . . ''

''The ] ew from the beginnirr_:J:llg
Is a murderer, says Jesus
Ot.
And since the Lord ] esus }:j hao die
So did the Lord God know-JN n)eople
Which was capable of torha Jurinim to death.
Therefore he chose the J ev<f WS
"And believe it, my children('.ID, r.t certainly,
He is still skulking around 1 to-y
Secreted in all Jewry.
The Jew creeps round like ·" a ,
Therefore, beware! ''
There are J?ictures and accomp~•~n~ texts of the ] ew in all
walks of life, each stanza end Jiingith a note of warning.
There are verses telling the littJ tle s how the ] ew tries to
seduce the innocent German
ginnd pointing out how
glorious school will be when pu0 rged all the Jews . Thanks
however to Streicher they will all on be "Cleared out of
the country.''
In accordance with the th 0 0 rou;iess of their methods,
the authorities have left no s et cpeople free from their
propaganda, and the writers [ ha, even seen anti-] ewish
literature of this type published Ji in aille for the delectation
of the blind.

ACTUAL T ~ X'DOKS
The Nazis knew from the lJ,.IPegiing exactly what they
wanted, and as early as Augu¢ t 13, Dr. Frick, Minister
of the Interior, had already wo rkemt careful instructions
relating to textbooks to be us <1>ed the schools.
These
instructions were then circu 1ate to the Ministers of
Education in all the differen• t Onan states to ensure
uniformity of outlook and tea hin Published in full in
the Deutsche Allgemeine Lehrer!- eitg of August 5th, 1933,
they do not attempt to deal with::jl ew point in detail. They
merely call attention to a few si?aliE points which hitherto

THE FIRST SCHOOL YEARS

There is no l~ssoi:i ~hich is not used for the Nazi purpose,
and no age which 1s immune from its propaganda. In the
lower forms in other countries the children, in handwork
cl3:sses_for instance, make articles seen and used in peaceful
daily hfe: In other countries teaching is woven round the
normal life o~ the ~?mmunity. In Germany objects made
have a defimte military use, and the teaching is woven
round military experiences. Thus from the early stages the
child's mind is "conditioned" to war concepts. Das
Deutsche Erlebnis suggests methods and matter for classes
for the first school year :
''Let us make a flag, a red one, a white one a black
one, a swastika; flags in material or paper." '
."Let us look carefully at the photographs.
'Adolf
Hitler and a small boy'; 'Adolf Hitler and Hindenburg'·
'Adolf Hitler and the Old woman,' etc."
'
, , Having looked at the photographs they begin drawing:
\i\Te draw guns, cannon, helmets swords flags a
battle'' . . .
'
'
'
Writing lesson introduces the words ''Air flight hand•
grenade, bombs, mines .. . ''
'
The children are then asked to bring to school any objects
that they have of the Great War-illustrations, photos, etc.
E
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."Be careful with the detonators. We will talk about their
use in war and then we will arrange an exhibition.''
In April 1936 the new reading books were introduced
These were prepared at the
into the Primary Schools.
instigation of the Reichs Minister of Culture, Rust, by a
commission set up by the State, with the object of transforming the schools into a political instrument of National
Socialism. Whereas until then different books had been
used in the schools, a uniform reading-book was introduced
for the purpose of wiping out local differences and contrasts
among the German people. According to an article in the
Frankfurter Zeitung (April roth, 1936) this reading-book is
so constituted that the National Socialist "Weltanschauung"
forms its central feature. All school children will receive
instruction on "nationalism, the racial problem, the history
of the NSDAP and the lives of the leaders." The rest of the
book is reserved for material of a purely "local nature."
Dr. Fromann in the German Teacher, July 1935, gives
instructions on choosing a Reader:
"The object of every piece of reading matter mu~t be
to make the pupil understand how much of national nches
lies in the conception of the words 'Blood and Soil' . . .
With the help of the Reader, the young German is to be
educated up to be a good Nazi . . . Out of the roo or so
selections to be found in old Readers not more than 6 or
8 are suitable for inclusion in the National-Socialist
Reader.''
The writer goes on to say that reading matter must include descriptions of pre-historic and historic events, war
reports, lives of Hitler, Goering, Goebbels and others of the
Nazi Party, experiences of the Party, etc. Parts of Mein
Kampf are also regularly included in all Readers, the
passages varying according to the age for which the book is
intended.
A Reader entitled "Children, what do you know of Your
Leader" by H. Morgenthau and M. Schmidt shows how
Hitler was chosen by God to save Germany. It explains
how great men arise ''because God puts something different
into them" and calls them to special duties. For example,
• God said to Count Zeppelin, "You must build an airship
needed by the German people," and he did so. "At
the time of which I speak-(before the War)-everyone was
happy in our country and true and good. The French be-

came afraid and envious of our strength. The English and
Russians also became envious . . . Often the press published such statements as 'A German has invented a wonderful machine . . . The Germans have built a ship which
travels marvellously, much faster than all other ships.'
This made the English very angry. They said 'we must
have the best ships.' Germany is like the Snow Maiden
and England and France are like the wicked queen who
wanted to destroy her. While Germany was great and
beautiful, other countries said, 'We cannot permit Germany
to be finer than we are. We must stop it.' Then they
surrounded Germany with their guns and soldiers, but
our soldiers, brave and courageous, hurried to the frontier
and prevented the enemy from entering." . . . "The
cessation of war was due to the 'Whisperings of an Evil
Spirit" . . . "But there was one soldier, poor and ordinary,
wlio- refused to give in ... he wept and prayed to God .. ·.
One day he heard quite softly the voice of Gcid in his heart
saying 'You must save the Germans from their misfortune
and I will help you.' This was Adolf Hitler.':. By the end
of the book Hitler is almost deified.
In Velhagen and Klasing' s ''Reader'' the foilqwing poem
is addressed by Hans Seitz to "My Leader":
"Now I have seen you
And I carry your image within me.
Come what.may
always I will put myself at your side
I shall remain faithful to you.
"You have given me to-day
the hour of my life;
From this moment each day
Every beat of my heart
Directs my actions towards you.
''I carry your image in my heart
Which watches every action
That I und~rtake for you,
As a soldier of. service and work."
Here is .a child's prayer from a children's reader (Handels
Lesebogen fiir die Grupqschule):
''But the most be~utiful angel
With her shining halo
And her silvered wings
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Comes down to Hitler,
Protects him in his sleep
And drives away all care,
So that he wakes joyously in the morning
And makes his Germany happy." (p. 8.)
Here is a song the new young Germany is taught to sing:
"Hitler is our leader,
He is not paid by gold
Thrown at his feet
From the high thrones of Jews.
''One day there will be vengeance
One day, we shall be free,
Toiling Germany, awake,
Break your chains."
The following is taken from a school Song Book for boys:
''Storm, Storm, Storm,
Sound the bells from tower to tower,
Call the men, the young, the old,
Call the sleepers from the rooms,
Call the girls down the stairs,
Call the mothers from the cradles,
The air shall roar and yell,
RAGING! RAGING THUNDER OF REVENGE
Call the dead from the vaults.
Germany Awake! ''
A child's nursery rhyme runs as follows:
"What puffs and patters,
What clicks and clatters,
I know what, oh what fun!
It's a lovely Gatling gun!"
(Published in a children's book of nursery rhymes
Military Mother Goose, 1935.)

The following typifies the kind of thing that children are
taught of their fellow-Germans living outside the Reich . This
particular poem refers to Memel in the Eastern provinces :
GERMANS OVER THE EASTERN BORDER
' 'Our house is destroyed, our soil desecrated:
In spite of bitter home sickness and the misery of a
thousand years of slavery,
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The Baltic wind, the Sudeten Wind, the Wind from the
Carpathians
All sing of the glory of the Germans beyond the Eastern
border.
And if you tell us to be silent, the very stones will speak
for us,
Our spirit dwells in the stones of the castles and towers
Along the Baltic and the Vistula. From the very stones
Blossoms forth our German spirit . . . ''

German Grammar
It requires little ingenuity for the Nazi educationist to
turn grammar and language to serve the purpose of warrnindedness. A grammar-book by Richard Alschuer (1936)
for the use of teachers uses the same technique as is to be
found in some of the mathematics books quoted later. Brief
statements of political importance are used as headings for
the various subjects of study. Chapter l deals with word
formation, prefixes, suffixes, etc.:

PREFIX-UN: "The Versailles Treaty caused Unrest,
injustice, dishonour, discontent . . . 20 or so
words all beginning in German with the
prefix-un.
PREFIX-MISS: The Reich Government fights against
Disrespect of our Rights, Bad Treatment from our
enemies, Misfortune in the Land . . . German
words beginning with-miss.
SUFFIX-LING: In the New State there is no room for
Weakling!j, Grumblers, Believers (in the Church)
. . . words ending in-ling.
What fine
SUFFIX-IG: The Reichswehr is here.
fellows they are! Strong, fine, bold, handsome
. . . all ending in-ig.
In "Germany Beyond the Borders," a book for teachers
in elementary schools (published by a well-known firm of
school book publishers, Beltz) a teacher, Heinrich Schroder,
describes his methods of grammar teaching. He has in-
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vented a nun:iber of games in the form of questions and
answers, between teacher and pupil. Here is Game No. 3
built around the word "Pflicht" (duty).
Teacher: What does the word Pflicht call up in your
· ·
mind?
Pupil: Our Work.
Another: What we must do.
T.: ·we must do?
P.: ·My conscience tells me what to do.
T. : Right. With what word is Pflicht connected?
P.: Pflegen. (To care for.)
T. : Enlarge this thought.
P. :. I must care for what is mine.
T.,: Right. Now apply that to Germany.
,
P.: We must help the unemployed to work and expe~
the Jews. Where roo Jews have work, there are only I2
Germans at. work.
·
P. :. ·w e must care for Germans beyond the Borders.
In Russia, Danzig . . .
T.: What else does Pflicht mean?
P. : It also means to fight our utmost.
P.: We must fight to make Germany strong.
T.: We learned yesterday that Blood and Language
unite a people. We have Blood and a common Language,
what else do we lack?
P. : The German People has no united country . . .
P.: Adolf Hitler says, One Blood, One State.
P.: We say those words, but we cannot do anything
about it.
P.: We must have a Fuhrer who makes it come true.
P.: The Fuhrer cannot do it alone.
T. : How do each of you help?
P.: I belong to the Young Folk.
P.: I have written to America describing the _antiJewish propaganda.
P.: We must wake up the children in other lands ...
. T.. : Now our goal is clear before us.
.. .
P. : A strong Germany for all the Germans in. the
world . . .

The class ends by singing the Horst Wessel song.
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History
The whole superstructure of history is based on the
foundation Hitler gave in Mein Kampf:
''The present method of teaching history must be
changed . . . the material must be limited . . . for we
teach history not in order to learn what happened in the
past, but to make it an instructor for the future and for
the maintenance of our nation . . . For the rest the task
of a racial state is to see to it that at last a World History
is written which gives the racial interpretation a predominant place." (pages 466-468.)
With this object in view Dr. Frick gave his instructions
on the teaching of history (published in the Allegemeine
Deutsche Lehrerzeitung, August 5th, r933):
''In the first place therefore reference should be made
to the pre-history of past centuries, for such study shows
our territory in Central Europe not only to be the birthplace of our people and the cradle of our historic evolution, but serves, as no other study does, to promote a
a reaction against the traditional depreciation of the
cultural standard of our German ancestors . . .
''Another view to be considered is 'that of the national
view as opposed to international thought, the devastating
influences of which have for more than a hundred years
been working as a poison threatening to undermine the
soul of Germany.'
.
"The conception of Germans as a 'Race Unit' is
closely bound up with this nationalistic idea. Furthermore since almost one-third of the German population is
domiciled outside the frontiers of the Reich, an endeavour must be made when teaching the history of
Germany, not to confine this subject to the territory
bounded by the present frontiers, but constantly to keep
in mind the destiny of Germans living in other countries.
Political history, which shapes the destinies of nations,
should take precedence over non-political material . . .
''In all the school grades the teaching of history should
be impregnated with the idea of heroism, and related to
the present conception of Leadership. Textbooks should
begin with a statement of the early history of Centra 1
Europe, The Ice Age, follow up by the Post Ice Age,
and show how the Nordic people spread over Europe.
The history of Europe was made by the Nordic race.
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torical and cultural finds go to prove that civilisation
ru created by the Germanic peoples. Asia Minor and
: rthern Africa show the evidence of Nordic civilisation.
Ile history of Greece must start from the lands of Central
ope. The Nordic Greeks formed the predominating
-s in that country.
'The history of Italy should also be traced from Central
mope. The impetus given to culture in the Middle
t"'eS attained its maximum force only in those countries
.~ere the Germanic peoples settled definitely.
'Greater emphasis than in the past must be laid on the
st brilliant exploit of the Germany Middle Ages, the
overy of the territories east of the Elbe.
'The history of modern times marks the development
~l:.ich led to the constitution of the National State. The
nmortunate effect of international influences at the begin'lli:ng of the present era should be shown. In opposition
io this influence attention should be focussed on the
~elopment of the German National mentality. The last
"'"1> decades of German history should occupy an essen:ia! place in the study of history. The Great War is to be
nated as showing Germany as the great heroic nation
letrayed by the Allies . . .
'The immediate past should be dealt with very carey so that the pupils may awaken to an understanding
Jf the needs and duties of our time."
As an example of Nazi pre-history teaching, we
J ake the hand-book of Wilhelm Rodiger, director of a
large school in Berlin, entitled Geschichte, Zeil, Stoff und
l" ry (History, its Purpose, Material and Method):
'Tacitus makes a fundamental mistake in chapters r4
.ml r5 of Germania, when he says that the men left
·culture to the slaves and women, and occupied themi..es with war and hunting or lay on bearskin rugs and
iltpt. The Germans possessed a fine culture when Greek
re was in its infancy and Rome was not even
ded.
'The Roman State, Greek art and poetry in their form
m the products of the gloriously unfolding Northern
iPJ!it. Wherever the wave of lndo-Germanic peoples
enetrated, new life was charmed forth." (page ro, rr,
.)
· impossible for pupils who have been soaked in these
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unscientific theories to escape their effect.
The younger
teachers, themselves brought up on them believe them, and
the older ones have to accept them if they wish to retain their
posts. Based on such a foundation, history is but another
weapon for the preparation for war. History is the subject
above all others which if rightly taught can unite the whole
human race. Wrongly taught its effect in the opposite direction is even more powerful. The Nazis recognise this full
well, and that is why their educationists first concentrated on
history teaching.
The new handbooks for this subject
Their treatment of modern
appeared as early as 1934.
history is illuminating and shows what must be borne in
mind when reading Hitler's more recent public utterances
about foreign policy, peace, etc. There are many people
outside Germany who hold that a revision of the Versailles
Treaty is essential, but these desire a negotiated international solution to injustices. They do not recommend the
Treaty as a stimulant to hatred of other nations. But listen
to Herr Ri:idiger :
"We will, therefore, burn into the child's heart and
brain that the struggle against Versailles is and will be a
task for all Germans.
''Indissolubly bound up with the struggle against the
Peace Treaty is the struggle for a true German community. Only a nation completely united in its purpose will
Political divisions and economic
overcome Versailles.
and social discords and hostilities within our nation have
for centuries oppressed our history like a curse. Because
we were disunited other nations have often torn off pieces
of our territory and grown more powerful than we. Only
when a single style of thought and life unites all members
of the community with a single aim . . . will the internal
divisions be overcome. We regard the comradeship of
the trenches as a model and a basis for the national community. It shall be the model on which mutual relationships at school and life are shaped . . . ''
But the Nazis go back further than Versailles. As already
stated, they hold that the German Reich should include all
of German stock; the teacher therefore must early plant the
seeds of a policy of expansion in the minds of his pupils.
''The roots of our strength lie in our blood, they lie
in the close contact of our peasantry with the soil, they lie
in the sense of unity of all Germans within and without
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the Reich . . . Unless the signs deceive us, the decisive
spot for us will be the Eastern frontier . . . NationalSocialism has undertaken the great task of creating a
single nation with a single culture. The German nation
must therefore have a single view and a single opinion
of our historical past. Then history will become an important means for the political education of young and old.
''In times of our weakness our neighbours wrested
pieces of territory from us; others fell away from us in
the times of our disunion. Thus Germany to-day is surrounded by a circle of States which are wholly or partly
inhabited by a population of German blood. It is our
ardent desire that the 'Union of all Germans on a basis
of self-determination of nations in a single Great
Germany' shall some day come to pass." (page 39 .)
"Towards the end of the period at school we make a
systematic analysis: Where do Germans live in the
world? Why did they emigrate? What do they mean
to us? What can we be and what do we wish to be to
them? How can we help them in their struggle? What
means do our opponents use in their campaign against
German feeling?
We now regularly follow the newspaper reports dealing with the groups of Germans in other
States." (page 47.)
Another history book is designed for the younger pupil.
This series, called Das Dritte Reich der Deutschen, edited
by H. Goebel, has thickly printed, short and snappy headings to almost every paragraph. The series has one booklet
Thus Nos. r8-r9 deal with
for each period of history.
modern times. Here are some of the headings:
"Communism destroys. National-Socialism builds up."
"Swastika-Symbol of Progress."
"Once Parties-To-day one People."
"Liberalism is weakness.
National-Socialism is
strength. ' '
"Liberalism ends in Class War-National-Socialism
Unites the People."
One section (pages 296-8) stresses throughout' 'the Encirclement of Germany" and "The menace of France to peace";
but then comes the heavy heading "Germany does not Want
War." Other headings are: "Germany is entitled to
Equality"; "Germany contributes to European Peace";
"French Alliances threaten Peace"; "German People

inherits Nordic Soul"; "The Jew disturbs German Soil";
"Race Purity safeguards the Peace."
A textbook officially authorised by the Nazi Party entitled Was muss Du Wissen vom Fuhrer? (What Should
you know about the Fuhrer?) (published r935) is arranged
in the form of question and answer.
"r. When was the first r. In r878 Adolf Stocker
attempt made to introstarted
a
Nationalduce
National-SocialSocialist Party in Berlin.
ism?
2. To counter Jewish in2. For what purpose?
fluence in state, culture
and church.
6. Who was the man who 6. The Front Fighter Adolf
Hitler, the saviour of
created the German
Germany chosen by desWorld Outlook (Weltantiny.''
schauung)?
Then follow many questions on his early life and rise to
power.
"rr2. How did National rr2. At the beginning of
December r930 great
Berlin protest against
demonstrations
were
the performance of the
held as a protest
slanderous film ''All
against the slanderous
Quiet on the Western
film till it was banned.
Front"?
259. When was the first 259. On May rrth, r934,
through a Proclamaoffensive started ation in the Sport Palast
gainst critics and
in Berlin by Dr.
grumblers?
Goebbels.
264. By what hard deter- 264. On June 30th, r934,
the Fuhrer's sword
mined deed did the
smote the highly treaFuhrer save the Third
sonable clique which
Reich from the worst
endangered the developcrisis?*
ment of the Third
Reich.
305. When did General 305. On April roth, r935,
Hermann Goring marGoring's
marriage
ried the state actress,
take place?
Emmy Sonnemann.

'
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• This refers to the murder of Captain Roehm, General Schleicher
and many other prominent Nazis until then close friends of Hitler.
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Further questions deal with such things as the introduction of Winter Help by the Government, as well
as many minor events of Nazi history.
In the higher forms army history and military tactics are
included in the curriculum. The Deutsche Schule gives a
detailed plan of how this should be done. It divides the
material under five heads:
r. German Army History in Review.
2. Tactics in historical cross-sections.
3. The Fundamentals of Strategy.
4. Army organisation of to-day.
5. The War of the Future.
When this has been mastered the pupils are required to
"Understand and recognise the meaning of the Navy for the
Defence of the Fatherland, for the recognition of Germany in
the eyes of the world, and the naval position of Germany
among the Great Naval Powers." The following course is
suggested:
r. Sea Journeys. Naval Battles and naval heroes.
2. The construction of the German military marine.
3. The tasks of the German fleet.
4. The art of conducting naval warfare.
5. The naval war of to-morrow.

Geography
Geography forms an excellent tool in the hands of the
Nazi educators. The very titles of the books are illuminating. For instance Geography in the Service of NationalSo'cialist Education (Die Geographie im Dienste der
National-politischer Erziehung), by Walter Jantzen, is a
geography handbook for teachers. Setting out from the
home, the "ROAD" forms the subject matter of the opening
chapter. Very skilfully the pupils are led to believe that
the main purpose of roads is a military one-that the object
of regional study, of surveying, is to learn how to make the
best use of land configuration in time of war.
The next chapter deals with racial foundations and repeats the racial "science" introduced into all subjects.
Later we find a chapter on "Territory and Will for
Defence" (Raum und Wehrwille), with a sub-title "The
task of Military Geography."
"Geography plays an important part, for a large

.I
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number of defence questions depend on the configuration
of the land . . .
"It is the duty of every German to recognise with open
eyes, what advantages and disadvantages the nature .of
his homeland offers; its climate, its soil, the types of .its
inhabitants, its food possibilities, industry and communications. Not that each one is to be a strategist; but a
people like the Germans who have been rendered defenceless amid highly armed neighbours, must learn to understand the rules laid down by the Fuhrer. These endeavour to guarantee peace, by making the people physically
and mentally armed against any aggression on the part of
her neighbours and ready to fight for Blood and Soil.''
This chapter then proceeds to deal with the military
importance of the different parts of Germany, the nature ~f
the land, routes of invasion, rivei3, railways and geographical position of the industries.
Another chapter deals with Airways, Air-Defence and
Air traffic.
"The national-political importance of airways must not
be underestimated when compared with their more
obvious national-economic significance . . . In future
wars the air plays an important role as a battle-ground."
Questions dealing with air defen~e are. then disc_ussed.
This is taken from the chapter dealmg with Colomes.
"Colonies, a question of honour for the German
people . . .
''We demand room and soil for the sustenance of our
people and settlement for o~r ~urplus populat~on.
''The world will not regam its balance until Germany
has the place due to her am?~g world. Pow~r~.
O~r
Fuhrer, in a talk with the Bnhsh Foreign M1mster, Sir
John Simon, made it clear that Germany is in an inferior
position if she has no colonies."
The maps and diagrams are as interesting as the text. We
start with a map showing Germany as the centre of the
world's motor-roads, then comes a map of Russian wat.erways with her planned canals (page r6); a map showmg
where people with Germanic roots are to be found (page
24); the encirclement of Germany (page 38); a map showing the bombing range of an aircraft carrier in the Kattegat.
Then follow the frontier defences of Germany and a map of
the French forts along their Eastern border. The five roads
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w~ich

suddenly _came ~nto existence in the spring of I9I8
with the guns with which the Germans attacked the Paris
citadel from I25 km. distance, if we take the area of Paris
a~ a rectangle of IO k:n·. by 8, and bearing in mind the
difficulty of reconn01tnng and measuring, that the
average point of hit was 5.4 km. too short and 2.2 km.
wide from the centre of the citadel fortress? ''
And here it is again important to insist that these examples
are not for technical students or for army classes but for
ordinary high school students.
'
Another ari~hmetic book is entitled Germany's Decline
and !?esun:ectio~ (Deutschlands Niedergang und Aufstieg,
published m Leipzig, 1936). In this book each section of
about 20 questions is headed by a patriotic verse of 4 to 8
lines, and even simple problems are based on war.
Versailles. Example r.
"Until the last moment Germany strove to avert the
menace of war. But all attempts at peace failed in view
of the long policy of encirclement and the stubborn will
to destruction of the enemy. On August rst, r9r4, France
and Germany mobilised. How many years and days
have passed since then? ''
Colonies. No. 38.
''The German genius discovered Germanin, the only
cure for sleeping-sickness. In r9r4 throughout the
Cameroons there were 6,ooo cases of sleeping-sickness.
What percentage of the population of 5 million does
this represent? ''
No. 39·
"To-day in only one section of the Cameroons numbering r million inhabitants, there are 330,000 cases of
sleeping-sickness. Find the percentage."
Racial Duties. Example r.
"T~e.number of children born in Germany amounts to
r.2 million per annum. On account of inherited tendencie~ r.5% a~e ~>0.rn feeble mind_ed, r.5% m~ntally .
afflicted, .25 Yo id10ts, .ors% blmd, .r5% epileptic,
.025% deaf and dumb. Work out the numbers in each
case.
. ''The. numbei~ of births among feeble-minded people
is practically twice as great as among parents physically
fit. W?at percentages result in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
generations?''
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Physics and Chemistry
. Physics and chemistry are two subjects which at any rate
m school we expect will be used to explain the wonders
?f the world to the pupils and to show their application to
mdustry and commerce and the general life of the community. Having followed Nazi methods thus far the reader
will not be surprised to find the emphasis laid o~ a different
se~ ?f problems. _A book that has been approved by the
Mmister of Educat10n and blessed by the State War Minister
for use in schools, is Dr. Gunther's War Physics (Frankfurt,
r936). Here are the subjects on which the class is to work:
r. Observing, measuring and aiming.
2. Sound and Sound Measurement.
3. Instruction on shots.
4. Means of giving information.
5. Flying instruction and military aviation science.
6. Weather science.
7. Engineer mechanics. Bridge Building.
8. Various gas-masks.
Dr. Kintoff, author of Chemistry Experiments with War
Materi~l for Sc_hools, w:ites: "I would like to emphasise
that this book is not wntten for the High Schools and the
Universities; older pupils in the People's Schools can get
much information from it which will be of service to them
for the Fatherland, when it calls them." Again the titles
of the opening chapters show the trend of the book:
Chapter r. Incendiary and Smoke Material
r. Incendiary. Phosphorus.
2. Thermite. Electro-thermite.
3. Chemical Fire Extinguishers.
Chapter 2. Breathing and Gas Masks
r. General.
2. Infecting Gas.
3. Lung Poison or Choking Gas.
4. Skin Poison.
5. Nose and Throat Gas.
The making of all these poison gases and their antidotes in
school is explained in r4r experiments.
Dr. Ley when addressing the Jubilee Conference of the
Union of . German Chemists, pointed out how closely
science and politics were linked together:
"Science is not an entity in itself. We have long
imagined we could separate industry and science from
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politics and that bad politics could run alongside a good
science. But what a grand new stimulus the inventors of
to-day have compared with the period of our shame! ...
''There is only one scientific objectivity; the natural
laws of the divine creation. How man explores them and
what he makes of them is subjective and bound up with
race. Think of !t. Ten years were required to produce
a result-(referrmg to certain research work alluded to
earlier in the speech)-only German blood can do that.
Hence the scientists must co-operate to build up its power,
its greatness and its eternity."
(Angriff, July 8th, 1937.)

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
Like all other stages of education, the University has had
to fall in with the requirements of the Nazi rulers. Before
the Nazi regime each state had complete jurisdiction over ·
its education. Teachers and lecturers had a highly prized
right, Lehrfreiheit (Teachers' freedom), which guaranteed
a certain academic freedom. Under this right a university
lecturer could not be transferred against his will or deprived
of his post except through proceedings in a disciplinary
court. Rectors of universities were appointed by members
of the faculties. All this was completely changed by
the Law for the Reconstitution of State Officialdom. While
there are still local State Ministers of Education, their power
is nil, all the real power being in the hands of the Reich
. Minister.
The Lehrfreiheit has been abolished and professors can be moved about, degraded or dismissed at the
Needless to say, the
will of an administrative official.
University has lost many of its brilliant teachers through the
prostitution of learning to political ends.
Even as it is the duty of the school to train the young
soldier, so it is the duty of the University to supply the
officer.
''What is the purpose of university education?'' asks
the Rector of Frankfurt University, Dr. Ernst Krieck.
"It is not objective science, which is the purpose of our
university training, but the heroic science of the soldier,
the militant and fighting science."
(Quo~d from L' Ecole Hitlerienne et l' Etranger, 1937.)
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The Rector of Freiburg University bears this out: his
solemn address to the students at the opening of the first
session includes the following: ''The honour and the fate of the nation to which the
students are bound, will in the future demand that their
whole existence shall be bound up with military service."
(Quoted from L'Ecole Hitlerienne et !'Estranger, 1937.)
According to Reichminister Franck, Leader of the
German Jurists, in a speech made at Tiibingen in October,
1936:
''The ideas of Adolf Hitler contain the final truths of
every possible scientific knowledge . . . NationalSocialism provided the only remaining possibility . of
working scientifically in Germany . . . In our opm10n
there can be only one starting point for the German
historian of law as for all scientists; the duty to conceive
of German history as nothing but the pre-history of
German-National-Socialism . . . We believe that every
scientific work (whose purpose is after all to serve the
investigation of truth) must coincide in its results with the
starting point of National-Socialism. The programme of
the National-Socialist Party has consequently become the
only basis for all scientific investigation . . . .. Th~ true
Front spirit is more important than scientific discussion ... ''
The same spirit pervades the speeches which are
Ministerial-Dii;ector ~rof. Schul_tze,
being made to-day.
·addressing the Academy of Tutors Umon (W1ssenschafthche
Akademie des N.S.D. Dozentenbund) declared:
''The really good tutor must fulfil two conditions: he
must have political understanding, and intellectual
capacity. Of the two we place the politically sound man
unconditionally first."
(W estdeutsche Beobachter, February 20th, 1938.)
''The entrance examination to the University must demand racial, mental and ideological qualifications . . . as
well as participation in the Party Movement . . . ''
(Reichminister Rust, March 24th, 1935.)
It is not to be wondered at that under these conditions
there has been a great falling off in the number of students
enrolling at the Universities. A comparison of the figures
available shows that the numbers have dropped to about half.
In 1933 there were about rr6,ooo students registered, in
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1936 the numbers were reduced to 77,000. The number of
certificates granted points to the same reduction. They have
dropped from over 25,000 in 1933 to about lO,ooo in 1937.
The number of women allowed to attend the University
has been fixed at ro% of the number of men; but as it is
increasingly difficult for women to obtain posts in the professions once they have qualified, the number of women
students often does not reach even this limited quota. The
decrease in the number of men students is due in part to the
wholesale exclusion by the authorities of Jews and students
not considered sufficiently ''politically reliable''; in part
also to the fact that the most remunerative and attractive
posts are to-day to be found in the army and other
state organisations, S.S. and S.A., and many young
men who might otherwise have entered on an academic
career prefer these posts, so that the professions are being
starved of the necessary recruits and a distinct shortage is
already making itself felt.
Dr. Kraus, of the Bureau of the Four-Year Plan (as
reported in the Daily Telegraph, August 27th, 1937),
pointed out that:
''By 1942 Germany will be faced with a shortage of
35,000 engineers.
The number of students studying
technical subjects at the Universities has dropped by
50% between 1930 and 1935· Compulsory service in the
labour camps and the army mean that students are not
ready to take up work until 2t years after the normal
age. At present the industry is short of 5,000 engineers
and in five years the number will be increased seven
times. The shortage is as great among the chemists, the
second largest branch of technical workers.''
During university years lengthy periods have to be spent
in drill, and the life of the student is as far as possible
designed to conform to his future status as an officer. For
this purpose the old Communal House of the Students has
been done away with and the new Kameradschaftshaus set
up. It is worth while noting in passing how the Nazis keep
the names of the new institutions they set up similar to the
original names of the organisations they replace, while the
objects of the new institution are so entirely different. So the
aim of the new Kameradschafthaus, which students use
not only as a communal centre but as actual living quarters,
is to weld the students into a uniform body. ''The political

student living within his Kameradschafthaus is in his outlook a soldier, serving with his fellow-Germans." They
sleep three or four in a room, go in groups to extrauniversity lectures or such functions as the life of the town
may offer; Sundays they go for group excursions. The
purpose is quite clear, namely to give the student no chance
for independent thought, to keep him in the collective the
whole time. At Elbing, one of the large teachers' training
colleges, the students are divided into groups of 36, each
group comprising two Kameradschaften of 18 students.
True to the "Leader" principle, each group has a Group
Leader and each Kameradschaft a Kameradshaft Leader.
Two groups then combine for work on subjects compulsory,
but outside the actual college course, specified as (1) Physical
Culture, and War Sport, (2) Landwork, (3) Arrangement of
festivities, celebrations and anniversaries, (4) Frontier
Service.
''The fundamental aim of all education is to mould the
politically conscious being, . . . that is why the Elbing
students are divided into groups in such a way that all
educational work outside the actual curriculum may coincide with this fundamental educational aim . . .
''At the beginning and end of every working week,
students and teachers attired in their official uniforms
salute the flag. The salutes are accompanied by singing,
marching and speeches broadcast through megaphones.''
(Der Neue Volkserzieher, January, 1935, Official
Organ of the Reichs Teachers' Union.)
All the old Student-corps have been N azified (Gleichgestaltet) and deprived of their independence. At a meeting
of the Gottingen students in November 1936 the Students'
Leader announced that many students were not keeping
pace with the Nazi movement.
''The old student corps have disappeared,'' he said,
''but there are still many who refuse to come into the new
The free student still exists. He is the real
unions.
enemy of National-Socialism.
''The duel forbidden under the Republic, has been
revived, and since these duels have to be fough_t with
swords, all first and second year students are advised to
learn to fence."
(Frankfurter Zeitung, November 24th, 1936.
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Furthermore so-called Stam-mannschaften (Foundation
Teams) have been instituted in the universities and technical
schools. They number up to 60 men and must look after the
National-Socialist education of their fellow students; they
see to it that all students belong to one of the branches of
the Party, whether it be S.S., S.A. Transport Service or
Hitler Youth.
Students are particularly requested to spend at least one
year of their studentship at one of the Universities situated
in the Eastern part of Germany, such as Breslau, Konigsberg or Danzig. This enables them to study local Eastern
military conditions and link up this practical knowledge with
the lectures in the classrooms on ''Room and Germany.''
It is also essential that all students, whatever subject they
may ultimately specialise in, take a number of lectures of
purely military significance. A new Chair of Military
Science has been specially created for this purpose. This
Chair links up all the other faculties with the Science of
Arms, and just as the school curriculum contained military
instruction of a kind one would expect to find only among
cadets preparing for the army, so the University expects
advanced military knowledge from all its students. The
Faculty includes:
Military Science and Health in Peace and War.
Army technique in its application to ma~hematics and
physics.
Military geography and military exercises.
Meteorology for Aviation.
Fighting gases and allied subjects for doctors and
chemists.
Introduction to the Science of Arms and the Politics of
Arms.
Minister of State Schmittener, who holds the Chair of
Military Science at Heidelberg, unburdens himself thus:
''The second duty of military education is the scientific
teaching of the several military branches. This can only
be done in the Universities . . . In the Universities
universal military instruction (Allgemeine Wehrlehre)
should be established and it should there have a systematic scientific foundation . . . A systematic structure is
an irrevocable demand of great scientific and of highest
political importance . . . How the structure is raised
is matter for the appropriate authorities, but that it does

take place is an iron necessity for the German destiny
imposed on us until now and which we have to overcome.
It is also the ob".ious conclusion of a National-Socialist
outlook on life."
(Die Bewegung, February 23rd, 1937. Periodical for
Students.)
It is significant that the subject of International Law has
vanished from the curriculum of Heidelberg University, and
instruction in the penal code is also no longer given.
We must not forget that the Nazis ushered in their
regime with a spectacular burning of books. Not only the
works of socialist and Jewish writers, such as Marx and
Engels were destined to oblivion, but the scientific works of
Einstein, the writings of the great pacifist Ossietzky (the
most recent Nobel prize-winner), the works of good modern
German writers such as Arnold Zweig, Thomas and Heinrich
Mann, such established classics as Heine, Lessing's Nathan
der Weise, the works of Zola and Rousseau were all consigned to the flames. In passing it may be mentioned that
the same standards are applied to works of art, music and
the theatre, so that to-day the German nation is prevented
from seeing and hearing some of the finest artists of the day.
With this spirit in the universities the handicaps from
which independent study and research suffer, need no
emphasis ... Chemical research it is true marches forward to
produce all kinds of substitute materials for wool, rubber or
oil, of which sufficient supplies already exist in the world, if
they were only better distributed, but philosophy in which
field Germany formerly held pride of place cannot possibly
prosper. The new professors appointed to take the place of
those dismissed or retired are of an entirely different stamp
from their predecessors and with the constant restriction on
their teaching demanded by the Weltanschauung cannot
hope to keep up the former standards of learning.
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THE TEACHER
In view of the great responsibility which is laid on the
teaching profession, let us examine briefly how the Nazi
state treats and prepares its teaching staff.
As soon as the Nazis seized power, the teachers' unions
suffered the same fate as overtook all other trade unions;
they were disbanded in their old form and incorporated in
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the new National-Socialist Teachers' Union. For a time
certain unions struggled on, but in the course of the past year
(1937) the last remaining Catholic unions have also been
declared illegal. The Neue Bahnen (May 1936), a paper
devoted to problems affecting teachers, wrote:
"The old Union proved itself entirely without understanding of national demands . . . It condemned
National-Socialism . . .
However smce 1933 its
power has been broken."
At the first conference of the new Nazi Teachers' Union at
Magdeburg, the principle was laid down, "On our agenda
there is no place for questions of professional status, wages,
and salaries, time table or syllabus . . . " (One wonders a
little what aspects of their work are left for discussion.) In
its final decree regarding organisation in January 1934 it was
stated again, ''In view of this educational task, professional
and economic questions will never have an important place
in the National-Socialist Teachers' Organisation." , The
executive of the union is not elected, but nominated from
above. At its meetings no decisions can be reached. The
resolutions of the executive are announced in order to allow
the meeting to give its approval. The removal of educational and professional problems from the sphere of the
Union's activities makes it much easier for the authorities to
use the organisation fortheirownpoliticalpurposes. Through
compulsory membership it is a simple matter to keep a strict
hold upon the teachers, and to indoctrinate the whole profession with Nazi ideas.
As far as can be ascertained there have been no changes
in the salaries of the teachers, but compulsory contributions
to political organisations, winter help, etc., have taken their
toll of the teachers' salaries as they have of all other workers
on a salary or wage basis in Germany to-day. On the other
hand a great extra strain has been put on the teacher.
Classes have in many cases been enlarged, the speeding up
of the school curriculum through the shortening of the entire
school period has entailed a great deal of extra work both
on the actual teaching and the organisational side, older
teachers have had to reconstruct their system of teaching in
order to fall in with the new requirements, and finally all
teachers are expected to take their share of Party work.
As late as 1936 when the political reliability of the
teachers was under discussion, regulations went back to the

action teachers had taken in regard to membership of their
unions or freemason lodges in 1933· In September 1936
the Minister of the Interior Frick issued the following
instructions :
''Teachers who left their lodges previous to January
30th, 1933, may be left unmolested.
"Those who left their lodges on January 30th, 1933,
but who held leading positions or were at all active in their
unions must be considered on their merits individually,
but must not be considered entirely trustworthy. The
decision of the Fiihrer's Deputy must be obtained in each
case.
''Those who did not leave their lodges until after
January 30th, 1933, are not trustworthy and should not
be employed."
The teachers were examined for their political beliefs
perhaps more closely than members of any other profession.
''A huge piece of work . . . In five months we had to
examine as to their political reliability more than 160,000
officials, of whom about 120,000 were elementary school
teachers . . . ''
(Reichsminister Rust, September 29th, 1933.)
Naturally many teachers failed to fulfil the demands of
their Nazi interrogators, many found themselves racially
"undesirable" and as was the case with the University
professors those considered of too liberal a turn of mind were
dismissed. The new recruits, as is to be expected, are prepared most carefully for the task that is to be demanded
of them. Teachers who have previously been accepted
into the Nazi regime also return for special ''Refresher''
courses at stated periods to ensure that their Weltanschauung
coincides with that of the state.
The oath which all teachers have to swear to-day runs as
follows:
"Adolf Hitler, we swear that we will train the youth
of Germany that they will grow up in your ideology, for
your aims and purposes, in the direction set by your will.
This is pledged to you by the whole German system of
education from the primary school through to the
University.''
In November 1936 Rust opened the first of eight special
training colleges for teachers.
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''In the training of the school-master sport and work in
the labour camp are necessary before admittance to the
second examination . . .
''The form of the new school will be distinguished by
the new training of the German teacher.
"Life in the Teachers' Training College is a permanent
service under the flag. It is characterised by a martial
attitude . . . ''
(Rust, February 1937.)
Herr Schwemm, the Bavarian Minister of Education,
bears out this statement, when he asserts, speaking to
teachers:
''Without military will a German school is impossible.
A pacifist teacher is a clown or a criminal. He must be
exterminated.''
The Volkische Beobachter, of November 18th, 1936,
eulogised the new training schools as being:
''The living expression of the national unity won by
Adolf Hitler and of the oneness of the whole German
people in the National-Socialistic-world-outlook created
by him . . .
"On these foundations Minister Rust has brought to
fruition the creation of a new German teaching profession . . . The new German teaching profession will
receive its strength from the growing strength of the
National-Socialist movement. The new teachers' training colleges embody, according to a previous statement
of Minister Rust, the applications of the principles of
National-Socialism to education. That is why Herr Rust
does not build up his training colleges upon theories and
programmes, but upon the National-Socialist educational
reality, which incorporates the Party and its militarypolitical fighting community . . .
''The experience of service and comradeship gained
from the new regulations in the camps where lecturers
and students are united as common soldiers has permeated
the life of the new training colleges. Where formerly the
teacher gave loyalty to Parties and Faiths, to-day he
gives loyalty to the German People and their Leader,
Adolf Hitler . . .
"The State without Weltanschauung can never give its
teaching profession the firm foundation of unity . . . The

National-Socialist state in this decisive hour takes upon
itself the responsibility of giving for the first time in
history this firm foundation to the teaching profession . . ''
After such statements it is not surprising to read in the
N eue Deutsche Schule:
''The teachers of the future . . . must be trained to be
men capable of bearing arms and ready to carry them,
ready and able to evoke in the children in their care the
same military spirit, the same military will. The
National-Socialist type of teacher is the soldier type."
(Herr Rust.)
No longer is the teacher allowed to experiment. The
schools famous abroad for their application of new ideas no
longer exist. The teacher has become a mechanical instrument for giving forth what the Party puts in. If he objects,
then dismissal with consequent starvation is his future.
"Up to the present a certain amount of elasticity has
been permitted to teachers. Now there must be complete
uniformity of outlook and teaching . . . Absolutely
uniform must be the national outlook and the German
view of history taught the youngsters . . . ''
(Rust, Frankfurter Zeitung, November 12th, 1936.)
The October number of the Lehrerzeitung (1936) contains
a call to teachers written by Fritz Wachter. This periodical
is produced in large quarto size and the "Call" fills a full
page, printed in large lettering:
"German Teachers, let us thank our Fuhrer for saving
Germany from the Bolshevik Blood-Lust and from Chaos.
This work of rescue is his work alone. Let us thank him
for this renewed attack upon this eternal enemy of the
whole world.
"No child, no schoolgirl or schoolboy may leave your
classrooms without the sacred and strong will to be a
deadly enemy of Jewish Bolshevism-in life and death.''
Perhaps these few words of Rust (August 4th, 1934),
addressed to the teachers, explain why the intellectual
standards are constantly being lowered in the interests of
obedience:
"Loyalty, it is commonly acknowledged, is the greatest
attribute of the simple man. The cleverer he becomes, the
less his sense of loyalty.''
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OUTSIDE INFLUENCES
Sport and Athletics
Nazi domination is not limited to the school. It is perhaps even greater outside the school, where it manifests
itself in the form of games, sports and leisure activities,
when the children apparently free are influenced all the more
strongly. Sports and athletics have been incorporated into
the Nazi system.
"Athletics and sport are in the complete sense of the
word political. It is impossible for individual or private
clubs to indulge in physical exercise or games. These
are the business of the State."
"Athletics and sport are the preparatory school of
political driving power in the service of the State. Nonpolitical, so-called neutral sportsmen are unthinkable in
Hitler's Germany.''
''By agreement between the Leader of German Sport
and the Leader of Education, it has been laid down that
all athletic associations must receive instruction in politics
and philosophy from the political organisation of the
Labour Front."
(Hans Munch, Director of the Reichsdienst, in his
Handbook for Athletic Examinations.)
''The physical training course is part of the military
training of our youth and is to prepare them for their
military service."
(National-Socialist School Programme, July r4th, r934.)
''If these physical culture classes involve a reduction
of lessons, then science must suffer, but on no account
may German or history lessons be curtailed."
(Arrangement between the Minister of Education and
the Reich Youth Leader.)
This physical culture is to include gas mask drill, crawling, creeping through, taking cover, fire alarm, air alarm
drill in school, including the use of darkened staircases.
When addressing the National-Socialist Teachers' Union
of the Palatinate in July r937, Wilking, a physical culture
expert, spoke as follows:
''The whole aim and purpose of youth must be directed
towards becoming good soldiers. Physical culture is the
basis for National-Socialist education. The term 'Drill'
is no longer recognised as a specific subject; physical
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culture makes higher demands. Folk, Defence, Race,
Leadership are its directing principles . . . Raceconsciousness must be burnt into the hearts of our
young people. The whole system of our physical culture
is centred on the capacity to fight. The Third Reich is
opposed to the bloodless intellectualism of the past and its
failure to honour physical achievement.''

Hitler Youth
Being the largest organisation outside the school to exert
influence on the growing Germans, let us study briefly the
activities and aims of the Hitler Youth Movement and the
Hitler Maidens.
In the early days membership of these bodies was voluntary, the young people joined as the uniform was attractive,
the sport and hiking good fun and the companionship
agreeable. But political propaganda through its ranks was
always in the minds of the Leaders, and the Youth Movement quickly became one of the most helpful sources for gaining new recruits both before and after Hitler's attainment
of power. Since r933 the influence of the Hitler Youth has
grown enormously.
Membership of the Hitler Youth or
Maidens is now practically compulsory-especially since
the process of banning all other Youth groups is now almost
complete. No advancement is possible for young people
who have not served in it, university admittance is based as
much on the record of the Hitler Youth as on actual intellectual attainment and no official post of any sort can be
obtained without having passed satisfactorily through its
ranks.
Sunday was the day originally set aside for the
Hitler Youth drill and other activities, but the Church raised
objections and Saturday was then decided upon. At first
the school authorities also objected to their pupils missing
one school day every week in this way, but their objections
have long since been overruled and the Hitler Youth remains
the victor.
''A good deal of unpleasantness has been caused between schools and the Hitler Youth, since the latter take
up too much school time. An agreement was reached in
November r936 between the Berlin school authorities and
the Hitler Youth that the children belonging to the Hitler
Youth should be free from r2 o'clock onwards. School
outings planned by the schoolmasters on these days must
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be over by I2 o'clock. The school journeys taking place
once every term must cease'' . . . The article continues
to point out that any further difficulties which may arise
should be settled between the school authorities and the
Hitler Youth in such a way that the youngsters are not
torn between two loyalties.
(Frankfurter Zeitung, November 5th, Ig36.)
In December Ig36 the following State decrees were published:
" I . The whole German Youth within the State boundaries is to be united in the Hitler Youth.
"2. The whole German Youth outside the home and
the school is to be educated body and soul in the Hitler
Youth in the spirit of National-Socialism and to the service of the people (Volk) and the community (Volksgemeinschaft).''
In this way any remaining gaps between school, Labour
service and army service were closed.
Baldur Von Shirach, the Youth Leader appointed by
Hitler, has dissolved all sport unions, other than those of the
Hitler , Youth regardless of their activities or composition.
The narrow nationalistic limit within which the activities of
the Hitler Youth are confined, was made abundantly clear
at the trial in June I937 of the leaders of the German
Bundische Youth Movement. This organisation neither
pacifist nor socialist was entirely patriotic, but because it
sought friendly relations with other European Youth Groups
it was banned. Sentence of no less than I2 years' imprisonment was passed on the leader, Hans Boekling, and various
shorter sentences on others actively connected with the
group.
What then is. expected of children in the Hitler Youth?
At ten years old they are expected to join the Jungfolk,
and to take their first test within three months. This test
comprises running, jumping and throwing, also packing a
knapsack, knowing the "Sword words," the Horst Wessel
Song, and the Hitler Youth Flag Songs. When a child has
passed this test, he receives a dagger, and then the serious
gymnastic training begins. At II and I2 years old, wrestling and boxing are added as well as shooting. Knowledge
of the Party, Adolf Hitler and Germanism abroad is required. At later stages the Hitler Youth spend four evenings
a month in training in Weltanschauung, four afternoons and

evenings are devoted to drill and sport, two Saturdays and
Sundays in the month to shooting, trekking and field sports.
The older boys are divided into three grades for proficiency
in shooting and work includes throwing clubs at targets,
which is definitely designed as preparation for hand grenade
throwing. As far as possible the Hitler Youth is divided
to correspond to the military divisions of the Army. There
are naval divisions of the Hitler Youth, motorised divisions,
aerial divisions, etc., but all are compelled to become proficient at shooting and rescue work.
"No single individual can master all the different
branches of military training. Even as the army forces
and their respective weapons differ, so the very smallest
unit of troops requires its specialist in each department.
This also is provided for in the Hitler Youth."
(Das Deutsche Volk, by Ludwig Vogt.)
Dr. Helmut Stellrecht, in the book W ehrerziehung
already quoted, shows quite clearly how the sports and
athletics in the Youth Movement are to be utilised in the
preparation of war. The old habit of country walking is to
be changed into proper marches and to be used for regional
study.
"The Germans," he writes, "are fortunate in knowing
how to wander (journey). The German is the Wanderer,
W odin was a Wanderer, and we are and will be wanderers, the only true wanderers on this earth." One of
the greatest virtues of this wandering is that it inures to
hunger and thirst, teaches map-reading, direction finding
and field knowledge . . .
''A ten-year systematic teaching can lead amazingly
far, much further than one period of military service in
the army. The army has no time to give the regional
knowledge nor to make the soldier expert in this. The
military education of youth can alone accomplish this.
Knowledge then has a firmer basis and gives joy as it was
imparted earlier . . .
"Physical exercises have not their ongm in some
liberalistic aims . . . '' They are useful in producing
all the characteristics which battle demands. Spear
throwing is especially extolled. "The ultimate intention
of the throw is to strike or kill, whether it is a wild animal
or an enemy . . . It is a preparation for hand grenade
throwing.''
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A chap •ter dealing with "Battle Training" gives further
instructiol1:i.s:
"To begin with there should be single,, 'ck fighting.
It is an easily acquired techniqu e and can o no serious
harm.
It demands great agility . The cu~ administered
on the 1b are breast causes red weals along foe skin and a
bumin ' sensation.
The youth must sh1'W no sign of
pain . . . " It is the correct game for tilt Young-Folk
and co i:nprises all the virtue required of bat' e games . . .
"From 14 years onwards boxing is to be 1 ·ed as battletrainin •' . . . Fencing is too ex ensive an too difficult
and ha s he disadvantage that it is not painful . . .
Wrestlilmg requires little apparatus. It tf(lllls in agility
and sw'fi.ft calculation. But it differs from xing in the
same w ~ ay as a grip differs from a blow. Oiace and for all,
the blo
is warlike-aggressive. To realiseour purpose,
we mu t not dissipate our energies, but mu~ concentrate
on boxi g . . . ''
In their lighter moments the boys are encocraged to sing
and spea ·ing choirs have become very popular The poems
chosen for · inclusion in their song books hark upon the theme
of unity a .mong the boys, submersion of indHduality and
readiness ·to fight for their country. One song qr:ite definitely
derides t >0se who think and ext ols only the men of action.
In the instt;::ructions given to the singers, the attrtude of mind
they wish t to instil into the boys becomes quite plain:
''W t must acquire discipline of mind and of outlook.
''No • one must speak in a man ner expressing his own
way of I thinking; each must expr ess the w, le.
"By Jarduous service, with faith in the F ilhrer, we lads
are ben tt on one day becoming soldiers in the ew Reich.
"Wh •en learning your chorus speech u your heart
more th1an your intellect, that is, try to do it with your
soul."
Here j ., • a song which will prevent tht boys from
forgetting j their fellow-Germans bey ond the b)rders. It is
sung to tl e tune of "Oh Strassburg, Oh Stras urg":
"Oh Da1 • zig, Oh Danzig, you pearl on the Eastern shore,
They I have stolen you from us with a rob:!Jer's hand.
Oh Dal i zig, Oh Danzig, keep your heart's od pure,
Rem in German, we will fetch you back,
I shall not be ever so.
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Oh Strassburg,
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Oh Strassburg, with your German
cathedral,
We shall not forget you, on the Rhine, our German
stream;
Oh Strassburg, Oh Strassburg, your song of sorrow shall
resound
Till the tramp of the German Guards of the Rhine
Re-echo once more through your town.
Oh German Austria, Oh German Austria, separated from
your Motherland,
Against the will of your people by the stupidity of your
enemy,
Oh German Austria, Oh German Austria, your enemy is
ill-advised,
He knows nought of German loyalty
Nor of German deeds.
My Germany, my Germany, the call to arm~ is here; fight
Till Germany embraces all who speak her mothertongue,
My Germany, my Germany, the call to arms is here; fight
Till Germany embraces all who speak her mothertongue.
People to arms."
It is inevitable that this insistence in school hours and in
leisure pursuits on everything connected with war, has left
little taste among the youngsters for reading books of more
general cultural value.
And indeed the more moderate
advisers in Germany are becoming aware of this. Even the
army authorities are not always satisfied and complain of
the lack of knowledge among the recruits. Thus Oberst
Hilpert found it necessary to write an open letter to "Certain
Teachers and Hitler Youth Leaders,'' in which the following
passages occur:
''It is just too childish that many boys will no longer
read anything which is not absolutely needed at school,
but which is of real necessity to culture. What is one to
say to a boy in the sixth form who does not know
Schiller's Wallenstein, or of another wanting to become
an officer who has never even read a book dealing with
the World War. You have ceased to expect knowledge of
historical books of any importance, as most of them only
just scrape through in history . . . It would be no sin on
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the part of the Hitler Youth leaders if besides welding the
youth of the country into one entity, they gave boys of the
senior schools some direction in this matter."
(Frankfurter Zeitung, June 16th, 1937.)
Girls are not to escape regimentation. They have to join
the Bund Deutscher Madchen (League of German Girls) at
the age of IO years. According to instructions issued by
the Girls' Reichsleader, Trude Buerkner:
''Young girl service is a duty and demands her unquestioning acceptance. Only illness, of which the Leader
must be informed in advance can excuse the young girl
from service. Absence which has not been notified in
advance must be explained by a note from the parent.
I. The duties of Young Girl Service consist of two
hours a week work at home; regular participation in
weekly sport afternoons; participation in excursions twice
a month, one lasting one day and one lasting rt days.
2. Special Service; participation in Parents' evenings,
in celebrations and holidays and their preparation.
3. Duration. Special service must finish at IO p.m.
Marching: IO-II years, not more than IO km. a day.
12-14 years, not more than 15 km. a day.
14-16 years, from 15-20 km. a day.
16-18 years, from 20-25 km. a day.
Pack: I0-14 years, to weigh between 4 and 6 pounds.
14-18 years, torweigh between 8and12 pounds.
Night duty is forbidden girls of I0-12 years, and to be
one hour for girls of 13 and 14."
So much for the purely physical. Among the younger
girls a blind adoration of the Fuhrer is being fostered and
an unquestioning belief in the rightness of whatever he
undertakes. On December 13th, 1937, the Youth Leader
Ruth Stender, for instance, addressed Youth group leaders
on their task with the young girls as follows:
"To your organisation come the very young girls, who
are conscious only that they dearly love the Fuhrer. They
do not yet understand what racial purity, population
policy, etc., mean. They cannot explain the meaning of
National-Socialism. And toward them you have but one
duty; to develop out of the love of these youngest girls, a
completely unconditional devotion to the Fiihrer. Everything else is negligible. It is up to you to see that these
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young girls in your care, without 'buts' or 'ifs' stand like
a wall about the Fuhrer-a wall so strong and firm that
no one dare to attack it. There is but one method then
with the very young girls-to make their love for the
Fuhrer so great, that they must build everything else
upon it. We are not German just by accident, but God,
in whom we believe, has placed us within this people with
our Leader at its head. The Fuhrer needs people who will
say to him, 'Fuhrer, command, we obey'.''
(Reported in Essen National Zeitung,
December 13th, 1937.)

Party Education
Side by side with the education in school and university
there is being developed an organisation for the training
of mass party workers and party leaders.
The basis of this particular education is the spoken word
of the group-leader and a system of living together in communities for longer or shorter periods, known to the
initiated as "Community Experience" or "Leader Experience." The aim of developing or breeding a superior new
leader caste is quite deliberate.
The future leaders are
selected first on racial, then on physical grounds, the Party
activities of their parents also being taken into consideration.
The training centres vary greatly. There are Hitler
Youth Leader schools, where the young candidates spend
only from two to four weeks; other institutions provide
evening, week-end and holiday courses, or courses lasting
several weeks; other training institutes provide for specialised Party officials and include vocational schools for the
Labour Front, an academy of the Labour Front, a National
Leader School for the National-Socialist Flying Corps, a
national school attached to the racial-political department of
the National-Socialist Party, a national mothers' school and
two national schools for the fiancees of the Black Guards(!).
The boys chosen for the special training in leadership are
trained at the Adolf Hitler schools, of which 32 are scheduled (one in each of the 32 party districts), seven approved
and three actually completed. Dr. Ley is the originator and
organiser of these schools and their ultimate controller. As
head of the German Labour Front-which deals with the
cultural and leisure side of the lives of the German Workers
as well as with purely industrial questions-and head of the
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schools producing the national leaders, Ley has practical
control of the bodies and minds of the whole of the German
population, or will have when the organisation is complete.
Boys attend the primary school from 6 to 12 years of age,
and after being sifted first by the Hitler Youth and then by
the group, branch and district leaders of the Party, those
suitable for leadership are chosen. They then enter the
Adolf Hitler School where they remain until they are 18.
The Party pays the expenses of the school and all pupils are
maintained on the same material level, receiving the same
amount of pocket money with no help allowed from their
parents. At 18 a further selection is made of those worthy
of advancement, based not on annual examination results,
but in Dr. Ley's words, "on continuous observation." The
young aspirants to power t~en spe~d seven years ~~ the
service of the state, performmg their labour and m1htary
service, and as active members of the Party play their part
in university, technical school or industry. During this time
they are under the surveillance of the Personnel Department
of the Party.
At 25 they are once again carefully scrutinised and sifted,
and only about one quarter are accepted for further training
and advancement. Those accepted now spend a year in
each of the four so-called ''Settlements of the Order.'' In
the last year of their training, Alfred Rosenberg "will be
the final arbiter of ideological attainment.'' The teachers
in the Adolf Hitler schools also come once a year for a
month to this "settlement" to "submit to a thorough
ideological overhauling.''
Dr. Ley, addressing the German Youth in a great rally
at the Berlin Sport Palace on February nth, 1937, states
quite clearly:
"It is the concern of the Party to lead the people; the
Party jealously guards this right and will brook no interference from any other institution, nor is it willing to
share this leadership with any other institution . . . The
education of the German people belongs to the
Party alone, and the education of Youth belongs
to the Hitler Youth alone . . . We believe in Adolf
Hitler alone. We believe that National-Socialism is the
only faith that makes for the happiness of the people.
We believe that there is a God in Heaven Who created us,
Who leads us and guides and visibly blesses us, and we

believe that this God sent Adolf Hitler, so that Germany
might have a foundation for its existence for all time to
come.''
It is perhaps of interest here to mention that foreign travel
by students, teachers and others, can only be undertaken
with the direct approval of the Ministry of Education, and
that even when permits have been granted to those considered "safe," travellers abroad still remain under strict
supervision. They must report immediately on arrival to
the local German representative, wherever they happen to
be and for whatever purpose they may be travelling. This
is of double significance. On the one hand, those Germans
who are permitted to travel are naturally expected to spread
abroad official Nazi ideas and not their own independent
thoughts, and on the other hand the students are prevented
to a great extent from benefitting from their foreign travel
and freely developing themselves, since discussion with men
and women of a different outlook becomes extremely
difficult and even dangerous.

Religion
In their attempt to bring everyone within the
orbit of the Nazi Weltanschauung, religion has systematically been ousted from the schools and the life of the people
generally.
In Germany, other than in England, the state school,
and particularly the state elementary school, was a denominational school, in which religious instruction when not
actually imparted by a clergyman, was always supervised
by the responsible church authority. In those few districts
where community schools, that is, schools for both Protestants and Catholics existed, the religious teaching was still
kept separate and under the supervision of the Church. The
Church, moreover, had also the right to establish schools of
its own, these being chiefly in the hands of various Catholic
Orders. When Hitler came tb power he formally recognised the independence of the Churches and promised to
respect their freedom and that of the organisations, Youth
movements, etc., connected with them, with the sole proviso
that these undertook no political work. By a series of clever
tactical moves, pretending to be in the interests of the
"Unity of the People," the Nazi regime has deprived the
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Church of its independence, its influence in the schools and
in the Youth organisations. In order to keep up the fiction
of respecting the promises made, all changes appeared to
emanate from the wishes of the people themselves, though in
reality engineered by the Government.
A study of the
struggle in Bavaria makes this abundantly clear.
In Bavaria, an overwhelmingly Catholic state, over
84 % of the children attended Catholic schools. Pressure
was brought upon the teachers by the Educational Department, and upon the parents, to demand a community
school.
"Formerly teachers had to refrain from influencing
parents. Now things have changed. They must advise
that the Community School is the school of the Third
Reich . . . For this school they must work actively ...
If they fail, they must face the consequences.''
"Teachers having taken the oath of allegiance are
pledged to obey the will of the Fuhrer, and to take an
active part in the struggle about the schools.''
(Joseph Bauer, Head Education Officer for Munich, r935.)
The slogans used all over the countryside during the
campaign for the community school were:
r. "One People, one Reich, one Leader, one Schoolthe Community School."
2. "He who sends his child to the denominational
school wrongs his child . . . and interferes with
the unity of our people."
3. "We do not want Catholic or Evangelical schools,
we want the School of Adolf Hitler."
As the teachers themselves were believing Catholics, their
own position between Church and State was not an enviable
one.
On the other hand every form of publicity was denied the
official Church authorities; their letters and leaflets were
confiscated and the police closed down printing presses
working for the Catholic cause. Children and parents were
alike intimidated and every form of pressure was brought
to bear. It is not surprising to find that when the elections
were finally held in February r936, the result was, in
Bauer's own words, "A brilliant victory" for the community schools.
The schools owned and financed by the Catholics them-

?elves could not be treate~ in this way. The method adopted
m such cases .w':ls to forbid the entry of new pupils into the
schools, thus it is only a question of time before the schools
will cease to exist, starved of newcomers. Yet when
appr.oached on the question by the Bishops, the Mayor of
Berlm gave assurances that the terms of the Concordat
respecting the maintenance of Catholic schools were stili
valid! (February r938).
It follows logically ~hat the Catholic teaching Sisters
employed very largely m the state schools should also be
depri,~ed of thei.r rig~t to co~tinue in their profession:
All teachmg Sisters will be deprived of their right to
teach in. state sc~o~ls as from January rst, r937 . . .
Th~ Nat10nal-Sociahst State can no longer permit ecclesiastical teac?er~ to take care of the children. They can no
l<;>nger ~o Justice to the new state principles and educat10nal aims; they are prevented from giving the attention
nec.essar.Y'. to-day to physical training, German history,
racial sci~nce. and ~iology. . Nor are they fitted for
collaborat10n m workmg outside the school in connection
with the League of German Girls, the National-Socialist
Women's Union, in Winter Relief Work and in the
National-Socialist Welfare organisation."
(Dr. Bopple, Bavarian Minister of State for
E.ducation and Culture, October r936.}
Once the commumty school had been established the
withdrawal of the priests from religious instruction' followed automatically. They were replaced by secular
teachers, who were dependent on the state for their careers
an? . muc.h mor~ amenable to its influence. Although
rehg10us mstruct10n continued to be given, doubt and misunderstanding were raised in the minds of the children
through the clash between that which was told them in the
hour devoted to religion and that which was depicted as the
re~l truth in the explanation of the new Weltanschauung.
With the pressure of the authorities in its favour and the
threat. of reprisals o:i those parents unwilling to giv~ up their
old faith, the teachmg of the new neo-pagan ideas has gone
for.w~rd apace and the teaching and practice of orthodox
rehg10n have become more and more difficult.
In .G~rmany before Hitler, youth organisations of every
descn~t10n, both secular and religious, were very numerous.
In their case also, there was no wholesale banning at the
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outset, but one after another, every attraction which a
youth group could offer its members was taken away from
the Church youth organisations. They were not permitted
to go for rambles, excursions, or camping; they were not
allowed to carry flags, wear uniforms or any other distinguishing badge; they could not have organised games; all
these were reserved for the Hitler-Youth exclusively. The
only activity permitted the Church Youth organisations was
the right to gather for "purely religious purposes." It became increasingly difficult to keep the young people
within the Church organisations, and the groups either lost
all their members or were incorporated as a whole into the
Hitler-Youth.
Those few organisations which have
managed to survive under these conditions are now being
systematically broken up, political activity being alleged
against them. In November 1937, a special drive against
these groups seems to have been undertaken, for the newspapers of this period contain frequent reports of youth
groups being declared illegal on the most frivolous of
pretexts.
From 1937 onwards one after another of the Nazi leaders
have publicly left the Church, both Protestant and Catholic,
and it is very clear that those anxious to stand well in the
eyes of authority will take no active part in the life of the
Church, whatever their private feelings may be.
The reasons underlying such drastic action on the part of
the state are not far to seek. They are, of course, on the
one hand the need of the Nazi regime to have complete hold
over the minds of the people and on the other hand the
knowledge that the Christian doctrine of brotherly love and
forgiveness is entirely alien to all Nazi teaching.
''The Party claims the totality of the soul of the
German people. It can and will not suffer that another
party or point of view should dominate in Germany. We
believe that the German people can become eternal only
through National-Socialism and therefore we require the
last German, whether Catholic or Protestant.''
(Dr. Ley.)

. ''I arrl: n?t publishing any new plan for religious teachmg. It is iml?orta~t that in this subject all matter should
be left out which might endanger the unity of education.''
·
(Dr. Rust, February 13th, 1938.
Interview
concerning new school regulations.)
Under t~e ir:fluence of such ideas, even kindergartens run
~1,Y. Catholic Si~te~hoods h~ve been closed down since they
hmder the bmldmg of national unity."
The theological faculties have naturally also to conform
to the new de~and~ •. and students must get what training
they can at Umvers1hes where all the lectureships are under
th~ ~ontrol of Rosenberg, the arch-exponent of the new
reh&"10!1 o.f race, blood and _soil, and the avowed opponent of
Chnshamty: The Con~ess10nal Church at one time set up its
own theological school m an effort to train its young pastors
'
but this had subsequently to be closed.
Wachter, head of the National-Socialist Teachers' Union
was very ~~phatic a~ the r_neeting held in September 1936
that no rehg10us considerations could be taken into account
in schools:
"The educational work of the National-Socialist
Teachers' Union must not be limited through adherence
to any creed.
All German educationists must receive
the guiding lines for their work from the state, from the
movement, from Adolf Hitler and not from any
Church. I can~ot understand ho:n i~ is that in Germany
to-day we still have educahomsts' unions based
on a denominational point of view. I cannot understand
in these times of the Peoples' Community, when the
Fuhrer ha~ stirred ~p the whole German people, that
teachers still proclaim abroad the division among the
people. We shall find ways and means of putting an end
to this state of affairs.''
It is not difficult to imagine of what these "ways and
means'' will consist!
According to various educational edicts the Old Testament is no longer to be taught in schools:
''I order all head teachers to remove from schools all
pictures dealing with Jewish subjects out of the Old
Testament . . . It is very desirable that the Stiirmer
should be use<l as far as possible for religious instruction.
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"A state which does not want to imperil its soul cannot
suffer different kinds of educational systems, let alone
promote them.''
(Dr. Rosenberg, March 9th, 1937.)
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By means of this paper we can prove to our children very
clearly that Jews have not changed for 2,000 years."
(Thiiringen-decree by Local Minister of Education,
January 1937.)
"The so-called Old Testament must once and for all be
abolished as a book of religious instruction . . . The
movement which aims at eliminating from the New Testament all misleading and superstitious parts must also be
strengthened . . . ''
(Rosenberg, Myth of the 20th Century.)
Having torn to pieces the old religion, what do the Nazis
put in its place:
''The religion of ] es us Christ was a gospel of love . . .
but the Germanic religious movement which wants to become a People's Church will have to declare that the love
of our fellow-men must be subordinate to the idea of
National Honour; that no deed must be approved by a
German Church, which does not in the first place, serve
to safeguard the nation.''
(Rosenberg, Myth of the 20th Century.)
''The supreme values of both the Roman and the
Protestant Churches represent a negative Christian
attitude . . . they stand in the way of the vital powers of
the Nordic race and they must yield. They will have to
be transformed into a Germanic Christian Faith. This is
the significance of the present religious conflict."
(Rosenberg, Myth of the 20th Century.)
The Myth of the Twentieth Century then proves at great
length that this new Germanic faith must rest on the theories
of blood and soil.
"To-day a new faith is awakening, the Mythus of the
Blood, the belief that it is by blood that the divine nature
of man is to be manifested; the belief based on clearest
knowledge that Nordic blood represents the mystery
which has replaced and overcome the old Sacraments."
''Veneration for the soldier fighting for the honour of
his people is the newly-born attitude to life.''
"A German Church, by and by, will abolish the
Crucifix and replace it by the . . . hero in his highest
manifestation.''
(Rosenberg, Myth of the 20tli Centmy.)
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"National-Socialism is intrinsically a Faith Movement.
Germany is giving birth to a new religion . . . A religion, and National-Socialism is no exception, is absolute
in its demands upon its adherents.
Thus Faith and
Politics, the spiritual and the temporal life should not be
regarded as opposing factors, but as a single unity. This
is the sole reason why a new religion has arisen in
Germany: because the Christian religion has lost its
inner vitality, because it had degenerated into a mass
of internal dissensions, because it had withdrawn from
the world as being the domain of Evil and had dissociated
itself from State and Political affairs . . . Thus the
Christian cause was lost, and thus a new strong soilbound religion had inevitably to be born in Germany,
where it was so much needed."
(Durchbruch, No. 6, 1936.)

CONCLUSION

We have given these lengthy quotations from many and
varied German sources in order to prove that militarism
and the glorification of war are not chance phases manifesting themselves here and there in the general scheme of
education, are not only a helpful method of fostering courage
and hardiness in youngsters, but are there by the will of the
Nazi regime itself, and are built into the very foundations of
German education. Militarism and the glorification of war
are indeed the guiding principles of education in Germany
as they are of education in any other Fascist country.
Nor must we overlook the fact that all other influences
which mould the minds of the young, the wireless, the film
and the press, are all agencies of the government and all help
lo strengthen the principles taught at school. Even the
theatre and art have been put under state control and are
intentionally used to further Nazi political aims. Furthermore all influences from outside Germany, which might conceivably raise doubts about the correctness of this philosophy
so carefully implanted, are excluded by a very strict
censorship.
We repeat our opening words, that one country is not
justified in criticising the internal affairs of another. But we
are justified in seeking to understand whither the educational
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system of a country is driving, of a country whose warlike
ideals have been glorified to such a pitch as to become a
menace to her neighbours and whose educational principles
carried into practical politics affect the whole world. Is
there any prospect of permanent good international
relations, is there any chance of genuine disarmament and
peace while one nation is educated to find a virtue in war
itself, is brought up from its earliest childhood to believe
that "the Spirit of Attack is the Soul of the Nordic Race"
and is fanatically imbued with the idea of the superiority of
that Nordic race over all others?

I'rintcil in Greltt Bl'itnin by Sttrnnel Walker,

Hinckle~·

